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From the MSPS President
Chris Mavis

I am writing this on the heels
of attending the Annual
General Meeting of the
Association of Manitoba
Land Surveyors (AMLS)
September 12-14. The drive
up through the Red River Valley brought home how
quickly winter is approaching. Soybeans were being
harvested, beet trucks were beginning to dominate
the roads, and leaves are quickly attaining their fall
colors. The thought of “hurry up, winter is coming”
is in the air and I’m sure is front of mind for everyone
opening this publication.

have additional communications in your inbox.
Relevant and more frequent information sharing is
something that has been identified as a need by
the Editor/Communications Committee. To extend
that communications thought throughout the
membership, that committee has a request in this
publication asking members to provide content that
our membership can find valuable. Part of giving
back to the profession could be writing an article (or
discovering other related content) that informs and/
or guides our profession.

I hope that you all found the recent MSPS Board
of Directors and Summer Meeting Update email
informative. As we move through the remainder
of this year and continue into the next, expect to

The graphic also shows a large increase in licensees
over the age of 67. Nearly one-sixth of licensees
could walk out the door tomorrow and take a few
thousand years of experience with them; experience

Please have a look at the Minnesota Board
graphic below. In many ways, we all know and feel
that something like this is happening. It is stark,
The AMLS is structured differently than MSPS; as in,
however, when the numbers are placed in front of
their association combines the duties of our State
you. The graphic reflects a steep decline in newly
Board and MSPS. However, as I learned throughout
their conference, AMLS and other Canadian Provincial licensed surveyors and licensees under the age
of 32. The program at St. Cloud State University
associations are traveling along the same ground as
MSPS: fewer people entering the profession, member has been granted a reprieve for another year, but
is still tenuous—and other programs are finding it
getting older, difficulty filling committee and board
difficult to find sufficient numbers of students. Part
positions, etc. In fact, they had a 30 minute forum
of giving back to the profession can be promoting
to openly and honestly discuss participation in the
association. So, a general sense of giving back to the the programs across the state and land surveying in
general whenever you have a chance.
profession is on my mind these days.
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and insight that should be captured before they ride
off into the sunset. These are people who followed
previous footsteps and who younger surveyors are
following the footsteps of. I’m going to plant a little
seed here and ask those who fall into that over 67
demographic: Would you be willing to be part of a
mentorship program?
Other activities and happenings specific to MSPS:
MSPS had a booth in the exhibit hall for the GIS/
LIS Annual Meeting, where we showcased the
Augmented Reality Sandbox and described the land
surveyor’s value and expertise to other geospatial
professionals. The afternoon of Wednesday, October
3 was set aside for a MACS, GIS/LIS, and MSPS
co-sponsored, free and open to the public, event
titled Meet Me at the Corner. The intent of this
event was to inform any and all attendees about the
importance of the Public Land Survey System and to
highlight the land surveyor’s role in maintaining and
using the PLSS in our day-to-day work.

Please mark your calendars for the winter seminar
coming up on November 29. I hope to see you all
there as well as at the annual meeting! Unbelievably,
February is just a few months away….
President-Elect Bryan Balcome has been working
together with treasurer Marcus Hampton and
Executive Director Lee Helgen to prepare the
operating budget for the 2018-2019 fiscal year.
We are also beginning to work on a slate of Board
nominees for the upcoming annual meeting and
we appreciate those who self-select. If you are
interested in serving on the Board of Directors or
know of someone who is interested, please contact
me or MSPS staff.
As always, the MSPS Board is serving on behalf of
the membership. Please contact any of the board
members with concerns, comments or ideas for
the future. I wish you all the best for a safe and
prosperous fall/winter!l

Available From the MSPS Office
Fant, Freeman & Madson on Writing Land Descriptions $30
A Striking Triumph of Geometry Over Physical Geography,
by Rod Squires; includes searchable CD $70
MLSA/MSPS History, 1953-2003 50th Anniversary $35
The Land Surveyor’s Handbook of Statutes, Book One $75
The Land Surveyor’s Handbook of Statutes, Book Two $75
Public Land Surveys: History, Instructions, Methods $24.30
2000 Common Interest Community (CIC) Plat Manual of Minimum Guidelines $20

Additional publications and pins are also available!
Use the secure online payment system at www.mnsurveyor.com or
call the office at (651) 203-7256 to get an order form.
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From the MSPS Executive Director
Lee Helgen

I enjoy the change in seasons
and fall is my favorite time of
year. We are looking forward
to our upcoming winter
seminar November 29 at the
DoubleTree Park Place. We
have great sessions planned.
This year’s summer meeting was hosted by Chapter
4 at the Grand Ely Lodge in Ely, MN. The setting
was great and the meeting was well attended. I
particularly enjoyed the “following in the footsteps”
hike up the Echo Trail. It was a perfect day to
walk through the woods. Seeing marks on the old
bearing tree and the evidence of past surveys was
interesting. As we walked the line to the next corner,
we encountered a rock cliff face, where I took a
moment to pause and take in the awesome North
Woods scenery. As our group worked its way to the
next marker, we encountered a bog. Several of the
more adventurous members of our party walked
the line through the bog. I opted for the dryer
walk around the bog and was rewarded with the
opportunity to pick a few blueberries.
The summer meeting also provided a great
opportunity to debut our new augmented reality
sandbox, which was a hit with young and old alike.
It’s fun to dig in the sand and create new terrains
that get projected with contour lines and water
features as you move the sand around creating
hills, lakes, and rivers. The interactive nature of the
sandbox is proving to be a great way to engage
the public and create opportunities to talk about
land surveying and generate excitement for the
profession. The sandbox is currently on a statewide
tour, having visited several chapters and statewide
events. To schedule the sandbox for an upcoming
event or career fair in your local area, please
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contact MSPS Board Member Chris Ambourn at
cambourn@wenck.com
The MSPS leadership and staff team are actively
working on a number of initiatives to keep the
society moving forward. The Communications
Working Group has met a few times to discuss
opportunities for improving communication to the
membership and provide input to the board about
what types of information might be of interest to
the membership. The Membership Committee
recommended a modified firm membership
strategy that is based on four tiers rather than a
structure based on the number of personnel. The
new firm levels come with discounts for conference
registrations and membership enrollment. The
new firm membership strategy also allows firms to
streamline payment to submit a roster along with
a streamlined single payment. We anticipate these
changes will be beneficial to the firm members and
that it will result in a modest increase in revenue for
the Society.
The MSPS Board has carefully reviewed the budget
with a keen eye toward cost containment while
ensuring that the society can deliver a high-quality
conference and services to the membership. The
Board approved the budget at the September
meeting. The budget does include a modest dues
increase that will also include the proposed NSPS
dues increase of $10. MSPS has a memorandum of
agreement with NSPS to collect their membership
dues as a state level chapter.
As always, I welcome feedback from the membership.
We are grateful for your ongoing support for the
Minnesota Society of Professional Surveyors.

Fall 2018 • www.mnsurveyor.com

From the NSPS Governor
Chris Ambourn

Fellow surveyors,
I have to be honest in telling you that I have very little to
report on regarding NSPS activities from this summer.
Committee work progresses slowly—but as you all well
know, it’s called “the busy season” in our line of work
for good reason. Additionally, our paralyzed government
can’t seem to move any legislation forward—much
less any that would impact our profession one way or
the other. That said, the NSPS Government Relations
Committee along with our partner organizations within
The Council on Federal Procurement of Architectural
and Engineering Services (COFPAES) recently
detected a violation of the Brooks Act, which requires
Qualifications Based Selection (QBS) for all federal
procurements when a U.S. Army base in Washington
state attempted to solicit bids in a reverse auction
format. COFPAES continues to be a strong watchdog
for all of us who do federal work and is supporting
companion bills in the House and Senate that have
legislative committee approvals relating to clarifications
to the Brooks Act related to reverse auctions.
The Government Relations Committee is also
monitoring the activities of a new board created by
executive order called the National Council for the
American Worker and the American Workforce Policy
Advisory Board. The board’s goal is to reduce barriers
to work, such as reducing excessive licensing forces by
encouraging states to eliminate unnecessary licenses
and streamlining those necessary for health and safety.
In international relations news, early in 2018, NSPS
was contacted by an organization that is licensed by
the Chinese government to facilitate government,
business, and academic exchange between the U.S.
and China, requesting to arrange a function with NSPS
to exchange common interests related to topics of
survey work. This led to a request that NSPS host a
surveying competition program in which a delegation
of surveyors from Beijing’s Federation of Trade Unions
would compete with Surveyors from the U.S. The
purpose of the delegation’s visit was presented as “to
participate in a mutual exchange of ‘best-practices,’
and hold a ‘friendly competition’ to inspire professional
excellence in the field of surveying.” The competition is
to be held in early November and each team will consist
Fall 2018 • www.mnsurveyor.com

of 18 members. It’ll will be
interesting to see if it comes
together given the current
state of Chinese-U.S. relations.
Finally, I attended the Fall
Business meetings in College Park, MD in late October
where we will be again attempted to hold a vote on a
dues increase for NSPS membership. The vote for a
$10/member increase ($50 total) was tabled at our last
meeting in an attempt to provide more justification for
that increase as requested by a number of states. I’m
sure I’ll have a more informational report for my next
article; thanks for sticking with this one!
Chris Ambourn, LS
NSPS Governor

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this association is to
unite all the registered land surveyors in
the State of M
 innesota, to elevate the
standards of the surveying profession in
the State of Minnesota; to e
 stablish basic
minimum requirements for surveys, to assist
in promoting legislation and educational
programs to improve the professional status
of the land surveyor; to work in cooperation
with local, county and state governments in
our field of endeavor; to uphold a rigid code
of ethics and strive to improve our relations
with our clients and the public by work with
precision and integrity.
Minnesota Society of Professional Surveyors
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Hybrid positioning systems:

RDO does that.

RDO Integrated Controls features hybrid positioning systems that
perform faster in the field than stand-alone robotic systems, with
more versatility than RTK-only solutions.
$10,000* Hiper SR network rover with either MAGNET Field or
Pocket3D software, along with a FC-5000 field controller.
*Offer good through September 30, 2018.
Contact us for more information.
MINNESOTA
Bloomington
Burnsville
Mankato
Marshall
Moorhead
Rochester
Sauk Rapids

952-948-1604
952-890-8880
507-387-1836
507-532-0994
701-526-2200
507-282-8888
320-259-6222

www.rdoic.com

2017 Subdivision Survey of Section 5, T. 54 N. R. 11 W. 4th
P.M. Bringing an 1858 Survey to Today’s World.
Anthony Lueck

This is a story about the field survey work and
research of local records for restoring public land
survey corners in Section 5, T. 54 N. R. 11 W. 4th
P.M. in Lake County, Minnesota. In January 2017,
I had a survey project in the NE ¼ of Section 5
to complete a survey for a new parcel division.
The port city of Two Harbors on Lake Superior is
the closest city to the survey project. The project
in Section 5 was one mile NE of the first railroad
grade to run ore into Two Harbors from the Iron
Range. Two Harbors was the location for the State
of Minnesota’s first dock facility for shipping iron
ore across the Great Lakes. The survey project area
is fairly remote, lying about one mile east of Lake
County Road No. 131, which was the old Duluth
and Iron Range (D&IR) Drummond Railroad running
north between Two Harbors in Lake County and
Brimson in St. Louis County. The old railroad track
was abandoned and pulled up in 1936 by the D&IR
railroad. Local residents complained about the loss
of access to their property along the abandoned
railroad line. That year, by a vote of the County
Commissioners, the abandoned railroad was
established as Lake County Road No. 131. The road
to Stewart Lake was a road spur off the railroad line
that ran northeasterly from the Drummond Station
across Section 8. The property survey was one mile
north of Stewart Lake in Section 5 on Long Lake. I
mention the two lakes because they were part of the
General Land Office (GLO) survey in Section 5.

The Drummond Railroad Station was at the road
intersection that ran northeast to Stewart Lake. One
of the first land patents from the U.S. government
on Stewart Lake was in 1884 to a Mr. Petit from the
General Land Office located in Duluth, Minnesota.
Mr. Petit acquired most of the land around the
West and South sides of Stewart Lake. Timber and
mineral interests were rapidly acquired by early
entrepreneurs such as Henry Sibley, the governor
of Minnesota. The Sawmill Lake road ran west of
the Drummond Station about one mile, which had
a substantial sawmill operation for the local pine
harvest for a number of years. The old Drummond
Road ran northerly from Two Harbors along the west
side of the Drummond Grade. The old Drummond
Road crossed the Drummond Grade and ran
northeast to Stewart Lake. The old Drummond Road
was difficult and expensive to maintain. So when the
D&IR Railroad was abandoned in 1936, the County
abandoned the northerly part of the Drummond
Road in lieu of the Drummond Railroad grade for a
new county road.
A little more D&IR Railroad History along the
Drummond Line:
The railroad started around 1883 with a survey
from Two Harbors to Tower, Minnesota, to haul
iron ore from the developing mines. One of the first
surveyors for the railroad was Mr. Lee. Lee located
a number of preliminary lines for the railroad before
a final location for the Drummond Grade was
constructed. The Drummond Branch was eventually
replaced by the Stewart River Branch, which
became the main line for the railroad to the Iron
Range. The lakes on the GLO township plat were not
labeled or named. The Lee’s Lake name is shown
on a 1916 survey for a “Plat of Three Islands in Lees
Lake” by Albert Smith.

Photo of Lake County No. 131: old D. &I.R. Drummond Grade

Fall 2018 • www.mnsurveyor.com
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1858 by George Adair, Deputy Surveyor. Mr. Adair
was under contract, dated July 23, 1857, with
Charles Emerson, Surveyor General for the State of
Minnesota. His contract was to survey the Township
Boundary between T. 54 N. and T. 55 N. across the
ranges east to Lake Superior. To accommodate
early “preemptive” settlements, the GLO expedited
instructions for Deputy Surveyors to survey and
establish new townships lying north and east of
Duluth in the Territory of Minnesota. Minnesota
acquired Statehood in the year 1858.

U.S.G.S. Map of Section 5, T. 54 N. R. 11 W

It was during a survey in Section 7 in 2015 that I was
able to find and GPS the SW corner of Section 5.
Hugo Sundling, Lake County Land Survey Technician,
had filed three corner affidavits for corners in Section
5; at the NW, SW, and MC on the west shore of
Stewart Lake corners. The SW corner of Section 5
was reestablished with a post set by Art Rafn, Lake
County Surveyor on July 15, 1934 from the stumps of
old BTs [not noted]. Mr. Rafn set 3 Ash tree ties and 1
Balsam Fir tie. Hugo Sundling, Survey Technician, on
May 6, 1969, found a 4” sq. Cedar post and a 1¼” d.
Iron pipe monument. He also found the 3 Ash tree ties
alive and standing. On January 5, 2016, we cruised to
the SW corner of Section 5. We found an Aluminum
Capped Pipe, but the Ash ties were dead. The GPS
coordinates of this corner were used to compute a
position for the NW corner of Section 5 based on the
1858 GLO Survey notes.
I decided that the first part of the project was
to survey the North Line of Section 5 along the
Township line. Hugo Sundling had filed a Corner
Certificate on May 12, 1969. In addition to this
information, I had survey information on the North
line of Section 4 from work on a survey in 2003.
The survey work in Section 4 was tied back to a
1915 era Railroad Survey for the D&IR Stewart River
Mainline Branch on Highland and Twin Lakes. I had
good history and coordinate data for control points
on the Section 4 corners from 2003. But I did not
have GPS data on the NW corner of Section 5.

1857 GLO Township Boundary Survey
To begin, we need to look at the original field
survey notes of the GLO surveys of 1857 and
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1858 GLO Plat Section 5 area T. 54 N. R. 11 W. George Adair, D.S. 1858
Field Notes

George Adair, Deputy Surveyor for the Township
Line, ran west random from the NE corner of the
Township and set temporary section corners every
80 chains. The closing random line for Section 6 was
81.34 chains and intersected 316 links north of the
NW Township Corner for T. 54 N. R. 11 W. George
Adair calculated: “Therefore, the correction will be
52.23 links south per mile.” On September 7, 1857,
Mr. Adair began running corrected, N89°37’E along
the north line of said Section 6.

N 89°37’ E on a true line along the Township
Line:
81.34 chains Set a Post for Corner to Sections 5
and 6...from which bear:
8” White Birch

N 43½° E

23 links

15.2’

14” White Pine

N 42° W

25 links

16.5’

10” White Pine

S 38° E

6 links

4.0’

10” White Pine

S 38° E

24 links

15.8’

Hugo Sundling relocated this corner from a blazed
stump of one White Pine bearing tree and by the
stumps of two other White Pine BTs located in
proper places according to field notes in May 1969.
Mr. Sundling also noted finding an original line blaze

Fall 2018 • www.mnsurveyor.com

on a fallen White Pine 1 chain east of the corner.
He further states the original GLO field notes were
in error with the same “bearing” for 2 BTs. One of
the three BTs found fit the GLO bearing & distance.
The other two Pine BT stumps fit with distance, but
not bearings from the GLO record. The NW corner
of Section 5 was one of the first corners we cruised
into to locate and verify the 1969 Corner Certificate
by Mr. Sundling. The corner was found, in place,
and GPSed. I had computed a position using the
GLO survey notes along the west line of Section
5. This section corner had a good history back to
the original GLO survey as stated in the Sundling
Corner Certificate. The next project step would be
to review corners I had surveyed being east of the
current project and on the north line of Section 4,
lying south of Highland Lake in Section 34, T. 55 N.
R. 11 W. and crossing Twin Lakes on the Township
Line for T. 54 and 55 N.

In 1999, I had a survey project on Highland Lake
in Section 33, T. 55 N. R. 11 W. which is north of
Section 4, T. 54 N. R. 11 W. In this survey, I had
located the SE corner of Section 33 (NE corner of
Section 4) based on 1915-era D&IR Railroad field
notes and computations. The Railroad stated it
had original BT evidence of the GLO corner and
set a 2” d. capped iron pipe. The Railroad notes
also continued west to the area of the SW corner
of Section 33 (Corner common to Sections 4 & 5).
The Railroad field notes show a random line station
distance of 52+54 and a post being 27’ south at the
SW corner of Section 33; at station 26+00 called
the east shoreline of Twin Lakes and an MC being
8’ south of the random line; at station 32+11 the
field notes show a “MC” label on the random line.

Fall 2018 • www.mnsurveyor.com

Hugo Sundling had filed corner affidavits for the two
MCs in Section 4 based on found GLO evidence and
on the found 2” d. Capped Iron Pipe at the NE of
Section 4 in May 1969.
In 2001, I completed static GPS work on the Twin
Lake MCs and SE corner of Section 33 (Section 4).
The next part of the 2017 field survey was to locate
lake and swamp calls along the Township Line in
Section 5 to help verify a corner position for the NE
corner of Section 5. I now had good corners and
GPS coordinate data on the Township Line between
the NE corner of Section 4 and the NW corner of
Section 5. This survey data would be valuable for
additional computations when combined with more
field work along the Township Line.
Additional field work included locating and verifying
some of the GLO swamp calls in reference to the
contours generated from lidar data and from aerial
photo imagery, and to measure the shoreline of Long
Lake and make analysis of the Meander Lines laid
out by George Adair in his field survey.
It is interesting to note some changes in the GLO
manual of instructions or “special instructions” in
Township Surveys between the 1858 T. 54 N. R.
11 W Subdivision and the 1881 T. 55 N. R. 11 W.
Subdivision. The main difference that I note is that
Mr. Adair ran meander lines around the Lakes in T.
54 N. R. 11 W. Mr. McPherson, Deputy Surveyor
in 1881, did not meander the Township Line lakes
common in T. 55 N. R. 11 W. McPherson did not
meander any lakes in his Township surveys. I do
not know the reason for the change in survey
requirements by the GLO; possibly the 1881 T. 55 N.
R. 11 W. Subdivision survey was a category known
as the “deposit” surveys.
A corner location was computed for the NE corner
using the 1915 Railroad distance and angle from
the SE corner of Section 33, the GLO call west to
the shoreline of Long Lake, and a GLO creek call
located north of the corner in McPherson’s 1881
GLO Township Subdivision survey for T. 55 N. R. 11
W. The meander lines on Long Lake and the GLO
triangulation distance across Long Lake fit well with
the present shoreline measured. See the Certificate of
Survey Subdivision map for 2017 field measurement
comparisons with GLO survey distances from original
field notes. No bearing tree or monument evidence
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was found in the corner area. The hillside at the corner
had been logged over in recent times as well as during
the early Pine logging era.

74.09 chains Over lake & marked a 6” White Pine
for MC from which bear:
9” White Birch N 46° E

14 links

9.2’

7” White Birch S 42° E

27 links

17.8’

Lake bears NE & SW.
78.00 chains A slough course North & South.
79.50 chains Leave slough course North & South.
80.00 chains Set a post for corner to Sections 4 &
5 from which bear:

George Adair, D.S. 1857 Field Notes

George Adair continued his 1857 Town Line survey
east along the Township Line in Section 5 from the
NW corner. [We followed the Township Line to the
NE corner of Section 4, being the next Public Land
Survey corner of record located in a 1999 & 2001
survey project.
1.00 chains

Enter open swamp course N & SW.

10.00 chains

A small round lake 150 links north of line.

15.00 chains Leave open swamp course N & SW.
40.00 chains Set a post for the Quarter-Section
Corner from which bear:
9” White Birch N 33° W

19 links

12.5’

6” Spruce

2½ links

1.6’

S 75° E

41.50 chains Enter Swamp, course NW & SE.

14” White Birch

N 86° E

14 links

9.2’

11” White Pine

N 7° W

7 links

4.6’

12” Tamarac

S 38° W

35 links

23.1’

10” White Birch

S 32° E

28 links

18.5’

A corner position was computed for the N¼ corner
of Section 5 midpoint between the NW and NE
section corners. The corner location fell on the
north side of a steep ridge just north of a recently
logged area. We found a few very large and old
Spruce stumps about 30’ apart. The stumps were
deteriorated beyond finding any scribing or blazing.
But only 1 stump fit very near the computed quarter
corner location. It also fit well with a local swamp
call 1½ chains to the east. This stump remnant
was accepted as one of the two original Bearing
Trees. No evidence of the White Birch bearing tree
was found. On March 25, 2017, we set a capped
rebar bearing and distance from the found stump
evidence. Without good retracement measurements
and adjoining corner evidence, it may not be very
practical to call out deteriorated stumps as being
GLO Bearing Trees from 100 years earlier.

Adair crosses two swamps before intersecting a lake.
61.17 chains Intersect lake & set post for MC from
which bear:
7” Tamarac

N 4½° W

145 links

95.7’

No other trees available.

N¼ Section 5, T. 54 N. R. 11 W. and Original Spruce BT Remnant

12
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We were closing in on Long Lake and I had
computed meander corner locations on both sides
of the Lake. On the East side of Long Lake there
was an old logging camp on the north side of the
Township Line. We located the outlines of a couple
buildings in the logging camp. On the south side
of the lake there were existing log buildings from
the logging era maintained by the owners of the
property. On the shoreline of the Lake l found an
old 1” d. Iron Pin that fit well with the GLO position
computed for the meander corner. No original 1857
GLO Meander 6” Pine Tree or White Birch bearing
tree evidence was found. White Birch is not a long
living tree, and given the location I thought it was
lucky that a 30” d. White Pine was still standing 35’
north of the meander corner in a 1900 era logging
camp. This White Pine may have been the original
MC Tree; but we could not tell as it had grown an
additional 30” in diameter. It would be interesting
to use an “increment borer” or drill to check the
condition of the center of the large Pine for grown
over GLO blazing.

8’ long for the meander corner from the found single
BT stump remnant-S 4½° E 95.7’. This position
was 40’ west of the present shoreline; which was
a treeless floating bog. The GLO meanders were
only ran in Section 5 around the south part of Long
Lake in the 1857 survey. The meanders fit well to
the present lake shoreline. I should also state that
Adair’s distance triangulated across the Lake fit well
with the lake meanders. Lake meander lines were
not run in Section 32, T. 55 N. R. 11 W. in the 1881
GLO Survey.

MC No. 1 Section 5, T. 54 N. R. 11 W.-West Side of Long Lake

The survey project would now focus on the 1858
township subdivision survey by George Adair.

1858 GLO Subdivision Survey of T. 54 N. R.
11 W.
[George Adair, D.S., 1858 Field Notes]

MC No. 2 Section 5, T. 54 N. R. 11 W.-East side of Long Lake

On the west side of the Lake was a spruce swamp
and floating bog. There was a small area of higher
ground +/-80’ north of the meander corner location
in the spruce swamp. A rotted 12” Tamarack stump
remnant was found next to a couple 10” d. live
spruce trees. There were only a couple stumps
located that fit with similar dated characteristics.
The stump was on the edge of a low rise in the
spruce swamp. This stump remnant was accepted
as original GLO bearing tree of which the GLO notes
state “no other trees near. Lake bears N & S.” On
March 27, 2017 I cut and set a 4” d. Tamarack Post
Fall 2018 • www.mnsurveyor.com

Mr. Adair had a contract with the Surveyor General
of Minnesota to subdivide and meander lakes for
T. 54 N. R. 11 W. He worked on and completed his
survey between May 11 and May 25, 1858. On May
21, 1858, he was running north between Sections 8
and 9, and Sections 4 and 5 to the Township Line.
North between Sections 8 and 9:
65.65 chains

Intersect lake
& set post
for Meander
Corner (MC)

[establishes
two bearing
trees]

I now caused a flag to be set at the MC Post and
cross lake to Island north of MC Post. I then ran a
base line east 3 chains (chs) & 31 links (lks) from
13

which point flag bears (brs) S 18° W which gives for
distance across lake to island by triangulation 10
chs 18 lks …added to 65.65 = 75.83 chains.
75.83 chains

Across lake to
island and set
MC post

[establishes
two bearing
trees]

80.00 chains

Set a post for corner to sections
4, 5, 8, & 9 on island. Post
stands on shore of lake from
which a

12”d. White Birch

N 29° E

58 links

38.3’

14”d. Cedar

S 36° E

37½ links

24.5’

This was the 7th corner that was located for
completing a section subdivision survey of Section
5. I had information from the Lake County Forestry
Office of an iron pipe being located at or near the
SE corner of Section 5 on the island across from
the Stewart Lake boat landing. There was no Corner
Certificate of record available for this corner. I
first downloaded the 1858 GLO field survey notes
which were part of the Section Subdivision work. In
addition, I discovered field notes and a plat on the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) website for a
1916 survey of “Three Islands in Lees Lake” and a
1939 survey of an “Island in Section 5 in Lees Lake.”
It was March 28, 2017, when we went to look for this
corner. The corner was on the west side of the island
and the winds across the lake had drifted the snow
about 4’ deep along the windward shore. After an
hour or so we got familiar and oriented to the layout
of the land at the location computed for the corner.
There were two docks on each side of the corner
about 50’ away on each side. With an approximate
GPS coordinate and a metal locator, we were able to
find the iron pipe in the Lake County Forestry record
beneath the shoreline snow drifts.

SW corner of Section 5, T. 54 N. R. 11 W.-1916 granite stone piece &
1939 iron pipe
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In the October 1916 survey, Mr. Albert Smith, U.S.
Land Surveyor under special instructions issued
by Arthur D. Kidder, Supervisor of Surveys, which
were approved by the Commissioner of the General
Land Office commenced a survey of three islands
not shown upon the plat approved (township plat)
August 28, 1858. On October 13, 1916, Mr. Smith
had found one bearing tree, an 18” d. White Birch
and one bearing tree stump, a decomposed Cedar
stump from the 1858 GLO survey. At the intersection
of the bearing tree references he set a “granite
stone, 16” x 12” x 6”, 12 inches in the ground for the
corner monument with 5 notches on the south side
and 4 notches on the east side of the stone, from
which the new bearing trees:
14” Birch

S44°15’E

33 lks

21.78’

6” Balsam Fir

N5°30’W

44 lks

29.04’

The original bearing trees found:
18” White Birch N29°00’E

58 lks

38.28’

Decomposed
Cedar Stump

37½ lks

24.75’

S36°00’E

In the October 1939, survey by Mr. Hal D. Craig,
Surveyor, pursuant to authority contained in
General Land Office Letter 1737035 “E” dated
March 28, 1939 surveyed an island in Lees Lake
in Section 5. His field notes were reviewed in 1940
by the Supervisor of Surveys and approved by the
Commissioner of Surveys for the General Land
Office, Department of the Interior.
On October 25, 1939, Mr. Craig found a granite
boulder level with the ground and marked as
described in the 1916 survey record. The corner was
in good condition and not replaced. From the corner
(set ties);
2” d. iron pipe, 3’
above ground

N 80° W

3 lks

1.98’

Cedar post, 6” sq. x
4’ above ground

N 80° W

2 lks

1.32’

7” Cedar

N 32° E

59 lks

38.9’

8” Birch

N 24½° W 35 lks

23.1’

After removing the snow drift and some earth
around the corner area, we reviewed the above
survey record. We had removed a larger stone in the
excavation process. Not noticing any readily distinct
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marks on the stone, we proceeded to bust it in
pieces to place around a capped rebar to be set for
the corner monument. The 2” d. x 3’ h. iron pipe was
a corner reference set in the 1939 survey. We set a
capped rebar for the corner monument bearing and
distance from the 1939 record. There was no 6” sq.
post near the corner. In addition, we found the 1939
Cedar BT, now a 14” d. Cedar compass bearing of N
32° E at a distance of 38.9’. No other bearing trees
or definite stumps of the prior corner records could
be found. The irony in this corner search is that we
took the time to better wash the “busted stone” in
some pooled melt water on the ice. To our surprise
we found the 1916 notches made in the Stone set
in the 1916 survey by Mr. Smith, which was now in
three pieces.

27.46 chains

Over lake and set temporary MC post.

40.00 chains

Set temporary quarter section post.

79.50 chains

Intersect north boundary 32 links west of post.

S 0°14’ W corrected between Sections 4 and 5:
39.50 chains

52.04 chains

72.40 chains

79.50 chains

Set quarter section post from which:
14” White Birch

S 42½° W

19 links

12.5’

8” Spruce

N 62° W

15 links

9.9’

Intersect lake and set a post for the MC from which:
5” Cedar

N 12° E

17 links

11.2’

30” White Pine

N 52° W

31 links

20.5’

Over lake and set a post for the MC from which:
20” White Pine

S 76½° W

52½ links

34.6’

11” White Birch

S 29° E

43 links

28.4’

Section Corner on Island.

MC No. 12 north of the Section Corner on the
island was the next corner that we needed to look
for. I thought maybe we could find another stone
monument set in the 1916 GLO islands survey.
We were fortunate to have located the Section
Corner on the island and were able to compute a
reasonable search position for the MC.

1916 Field Notes by Albert Smith, D.S.
Part of 1916 granite stone with 5 notches at SW corner of Section 5, T.
54 N. R. 11 W. Stewart Lake

George Adair, D.S. Field Notes

I proceed to the meander corner of fractional
Sections 4 and 5, at a point 7.10 chains North of the
corner … This meander corner is established from
an original bearing tree...

Returning to the 1858 Subdivision Survey: George
Adair, U.S. Deputy Surveyor, from the Section
Corner, ran random line east between Sections 4
and 9 to the SE corner of Section 4. After running
a true line back to the Section Corner, he then ran
North on a random line between Sections 4 and 5.
This line was random because it was the closing line
to the Township Line at the NE corner of Section 5.
On his first leg of traverse he runs:
7.10 chains

Intersect Lake and set temporary MC Post.

I now set a flag on temporary MC post and cross
lake to a point north of flag. I now run a base N 82°
W 4.73 chains which gives a departure for base 4.69
chains & 0.59 links northings. Course from west
end of base to flag is S12°37’E which gives by Trig.
20 chains 95 links for distance after subtracting
northings 0.59 lks a distance of 20.36 chains across
Lake. Add 7.10 chains [temporary MC] =
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1858 36” d. pine stump remnant at MC No. 12, T. 54 N. R. 11 W. on
Stewart Lake

Set a granite stone, 15”x12”x10” … for MC … with 4
grooves on E. face and marked “MC” on N. face …

15

the new
14” Cedar
bearing tree:

S68°00’E

46 links

the original
32” White Pine
bearing tree:

S76°30’W 52½ links

30.4’
34.7’

The original bearing trees were described in the field notes
approved August 28, 1858, as follows:
20” White Pine

S76½°W

11” White Birch S29°E

52½ links

34.6’

43 links

28.4’

On March 28, 2017, in a field search for the MC
along the north shoreline of the island, we could
not find a stone or any other monument. The
shoreline bank was eroded and the computed
distance put the search area about 5’ out from
the present toe of the bank along the lake. There
were a number of mature Cedar and Spruce
trees on the shoreline, and no nearby Pine trees.
In looking for bearing tree evidence, we found
a +/- 36” d. decomposed Pine stump remnant.
There was not enough stump left to find any
original blazes or scribing, but this BT remnant
fit well with the computed corner location. We
searched for the 1916 Cedar bearing tree. Near
the compass bearing and distance we found a
16” live Cedar tree. Any scribe or blaze marks
from 1916 were grown over. I decided to cut
a “wedge” shaped notch into the face of the
tree to look for scribing which may have been
overgrown. We were lucky with this tree and
found scribing beneath the wedge cut. I set a
Witness Corner to the Meander Corner 5.7’ south
of a position from the center of the old 36” Pine
stump and a side nail and disk set in the found
1916 16” d. Cedar Tree. The meander corner
bearing tree evidence was a fortunate recovery,
as it now gave us a more precise bearing for
computations northerly across the Lake to
continue our Section breakdown of Section 5.
And the found field evidence, the original 1858
Pine bearing tree stump evidence lucky to be
remaining, was connecting us back to that
original 1858 Township Subdivision.
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Cut into 16” d. Cedar to expose scribing on new 1916 14” d. Cedar
Bearing Tree

On March 29, 2017, we continued the survey on
the north side of Stewart Lake. This was to be
the 9th corner needed for control in the Section 5
subdivision. As barren as the shoreline looked, we
went to a corner position computed for the MC No.
7 on the north side of Stewart Lake. The computed
position was +/-75’ further north of the shoreline,
adding to the difficulty of interpreting the landscape
in relation to the GLO survey notes. There was about
a 5’ wide beach area along this shoreline. And about
15’ north there was a 6’ high berm that ran parallel
along the shoreline. This was an ancient ice berm
caused by changes in the lake over some extended
historical period. A local resident said that some
of the shoreline erosion may have been caused
by a weir (dam) placed at the outlet of the lake to
regulate the lake levels. We adjusted the search
area to be south of the computed GLO distance
toward the shoreline of the lake. Below the top of
the ice berm, there was a noticeable 16” d. Cedar
stump remnant standing out by itself north of the
shoreline. From this Cedar stump we went bearing
and distance for the meander corner position. There
was no evidence of any corner monument in the
location on the shoreline. We then went bearing and
distance to look for any remnant of the original Pine
BT. This location fell on top of the berm along the
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shoreline. Upon a close scrutiny of the terrain
and some light excavation, root remnants of a
highly deteriorated pine stump were found. From
the two found bearing tree stump remnants a
meander corner monument was set by distance
and distance intersection. The distance north across
the lake was short as compared with GLO distance
by triangulation. This did not surprise me as the
triangulation from early surveys was often expedited
to keep the survey moving forward without the time
or ability to double-check measurements.

George Adair, D.S. Field Notes

East random between Sections 5 and 8: [From
the SW corner of Section 5 running east to
Stewart Lake.]
32.16 chains

MC No. 7 Section 5, T. 54 N. R. 11 W.-North side of Stewart Lake
looking south to island.

There was still field work that needed to be
completed on the east line of Section 5. The last
corner to be found or set on the east line was the
E¼ corner of Section 5. We cruised north to the
location computed for the E¼ corner. I took some
field measurements on the swamp calls south of
the ¼ corner location but the swamp edge was
not a clear break in terrain. The location fell in
a recent clearcut along the west side of a hill.
No evidence of the corner or accessories were
found, and the edge of the swamp call south was
too vague to enter into re-establishing the corner.
The E¼ corner of Section 5 was reset by single
proportion survey method between the MC on
the north side of Stewart Lake and the NE corner
of Section 5.
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Intersect Lake and set temporary MC Post.

I now cause a flag set on Section Corner and line
intersect a point 70 links south of Section Corner
post. I now set MC post north to a point S89°30’W
in line between Sections 5 and 8.
Adair sets flag 14 ch & 35 lks south of corner
to Sections 4, 5, 8, & 9. He states the distance
across lake is 47 ch & 67 lks which he adds to the
temporary MC distance of 32.16 ch for a Section
Line of 79.83 ch.
S89°30’W corrected between Sections 5 and 8:
39.91½ chains Quarter corner in Lake.
47.67 chains

Set Meander Corner Post from which bear:
8” White Birch

N 70½° W

25 lks

16.5’

6” White Birch

S 63½° W

7 lks

4.6’

Adair then runs west random 81.17 chains between
Sections 6 and 7 to the west Township Line for
Range 11.

17

The next corner we found was the MC on the
west side of Stewart Lake. This corner monument
had a Corner Affidavit filed by Hugo Sundling on
May 6, 1969. He had found an old wood post and
a 1¼” d. iron pipe 3’ high and two Yellow Birch
bearing trees established in 1934 by Art Rafn:
10” Yellow Birch

S 6½° W

7.8’

9” White Birch

N 28° W

11.5’

1934 MC Art Rafn corner card entry: Found Post
corner, established new ties:
8” Yellow Birch

S 6½° W

___lks

4” Yellow Birch

N 28° W

___lks

We found a capped-iron pipe corner monument
and remnant snags of the Birch bearing trees
on the shoreline of Stewart Lake. This meander
corner was used to compute a position for the S¼
corner of Section 5 which fell in Stewart Lake.

Stewart Lake Section Map

From the SW corner of Section 5, random line is run
79.16 chains north between Sections 5 and 6:
Adair then runs S 0°6’ W corrected between
Sections 5 and 6:
1.50 chains

Enter swamp, course NE & SW.

15.00 chains

Leave swamp, course NE & SW.

22.07 chains

20” d. White Pine [Line Tree]
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39.16 chains

Set Quarter Section Post from which bear:
15” White Pine

N 15° W

12 lks

7.9’

10” Fir

S 22½° E

22 lks

14.5’

47.93 chains

18” d. White Pine [Line Tree]

64.00 chains

Enter swamp, course E & W.

75.30 chains

Leave swamp, E & W.

79.16 chains

Section Corner to 5, 6, 7, and 8

The W¼ corner of Section 5 was the last
corner needed to be able to complete a section
subdivision for Section 5. To get to the calculated
lost position for the W¼ corner of Section 5, we
traveled down some skid trails and log hauling
roads. In a rush to complete the subdivision
survey, I set a capped rebar monument at the lost
corner position in a hazel brush thicket. When
adding corner ties and clearing some brush,
there was a noticeable deteriorated stump mound
near the GLO bearing tree location. Further
investigation led us to calling these pine stump
remnants the original GLO Pine bearing tree of the
Quarter Section corner. It is not an easy decision
or proper decision to accept rotted stumps,
without blazing or scribing, as GLO bearing tree
evidence. And finding tree or stump evidence
with blazes and scribing does not mean they are
from the early GLO surveys. The dating of tree
and stump evidence is always a questionable
and discerning process. When a person reads old
surveyor notes from around the turn of the century
re-establishing corners from the GLO record there
are often details in the survey record conflicting
with that found in the field. For example, in this
survey the 1969 record had conflict at the NW
corner of Section 5 with the found Pine stumps
and bearings written in the 1857 Township Survey
at the corner. And the 1916 record at the SE
corner of Section 5 found a decomposed Cedar
stump and a live White Birch tree from 1858 GLO
record, which a surveyor normally would find a
Cedar Tree to outlast a White Birch Tree for the
record; and noted as a “decomposed” Cedar stump.
This was the last corner that we needed for control
to properly subdivide Section 5 in accordance with
the B.L.M. survey standards. The section corners
were found and/or re-established to the best of our
abilities with the time given this project.
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W¼ corner Section 5, T. 54 N. R. 11 W. Aluminum Cap with red tape
measure at 1858 Pine stump BT

Section 5 Subdivision Survey Map

Review of the 2017 Field Survey with the Measurements were generally somewhat
1858 GLO Survey:
consistently shorter than the GLO record along the
I have attached a Section 5 Subdivision
survey map for the 2017 GPS measurements
for comparison with the past GLO and other
survey reference distances. George Adair, one
of the early surveyors, really seemed to have
completed good field work and survey notes for
the requirements of the original land surveyor.
The land was rugged and unsettled. Pay was
probably marginal to poor for what needed
to be done. Survey employees had to be not
only trained, but motivated. Surveyors General
wanted a return on the survey contracts in terms
of quality work in a timely manner. On this project
there were no live original Bearing Trees near
the corners, except for the Cedar bearing tree
set at MC No. 12 in 1916. And of subsequent
survey records for bearing trees, which ones
die of natural causes or select cuttings for
human resources. We were lucky to have found
“stump remnants” or less of the original survey
Bearing Trees. And Corner Posts would have
been deteriorated; lucky to find subsequent
corner monuments at certain corner locations.
On projects where I cannot identify a tree type
from the stump remains I will sometimes utilize
a “Wood Identification” service such as Alden ID
Services for a scientific report of wood remnants.
The 1939 AMC Brass Capped Iron Pipe set in
concrete on the shoreline of the Lake had been
displaced by the effects of water erosion and ice.
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same lines measured with Total Stations and GPS.

Triangulation across the lakes was often
inconsistent. The variables for the computed
length of triangle legs along poorly laid out base
lines and flag-sight accuracy with the measured
angles using early survey transits or compasses.
Closing distances to a Township or Range Line
are sometimes suspect. How would you tell your
survey crew that lines needed to be remeasured? If
a closing distance was out of tolerance, as a Deputy
Surveyor, how would you justify remeasuring survey
lines for the Surveyor General. The Deputy Surveyor
was instructed to measure islands in lakes according
to the Manual of Instructions. But it was not until
1916 that the GLO went back to Stewart Lake to
survey Islands left out of the 1858 Township survey.
The Office of the Surveyor General of Minnesota
continued to operate until December 1907, when
the survey of Minnesota was complete except
for some areas in the north of the state. After
1907 the commissioner of the GLO served, ex
officio, as the Surveyor General of Minnesota, and
was responsible for completing the survey and
answering questions related to the survey. With
the completion of the state surveys came the end
of contracts for survey work awarded to Deputy
Surveyors. The later land surveyors became regular
or full-time employees with the Department of
Interior GLO for completing additional surveys of
the public lands of the United States.
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2017 Field Survey and Review of the 1916 1858 deteriorated Cedar Stump. Albert Smith set
Plat of “Three Islands in LEES LAKE” and a new ties: A 14” White Birch and a 6” Balsam Fir.
1939 Plat “Island in Lees Lake in Section 5”: By 1939, at the SE corner of Section 5, Hal Craig,
In the 2017 subdivision survey for Section 5, I came
across a 1916 and a 1939 GLO plat and field notes
for surveys in Stewart Lake, formerly known as Lees
Lake.
Albert Smith, Jr., U.S. Surveyor from October 1315, 1916, under special instructions dated August
22, 1916, issued by Arthur D. Kidder, Supervisor of
Surveys, which were approved by the Commissioner
of the General Land Office on August 28, 1916
surveyed 3 Islands for the GLO

Surveyor, found the Granite stone monument in
place, but no original 1858 or 1916 bearing trees in
his survey.
At MC No. 12 the stone monument was not found in
the 2017 survey; but a 1916 live Cedar bearing tree
and an 1858 Pine Stump remnant was found from
the earlier original surveys. In 1916 Albert Smith
set MC No. 12 from a found 32” White Pine BT by
bearing and distance; the 1858 White Birch BT was
not found. How accurate was Smith’s Bearing and
Distance with the original 1858 survey?

Note: The Manual of Surveying 1973; Ch. 3 “Islands”
3-122 discusses the survey of Islands and federal
platting requirements.

Line by Triangulation to Government Lot No. 7 (island) in Section 5 of
1939 Plat of Island in Lees Lake
The “Lake” part of the 1916 Plat of Three Island Plats in Lees Lake

Island No. 2 was tied into the SW corner of Section
5 and Island No. 1 and 3 were tied into M.C. No. 12
as shown on the 1858 Township Plat and described
in the GLO field notes.
I would like to note that here is a comparison of
the 1916 and 1939 Island survey triangulation
control lines with those measured in the 2017 field
survey. And also, the condition of the Bearing
Tree stumps found for the 1916 Auxiliary Meander
Corners at each island. As discussed previously,
we had found a Granite stone monument at the SE
corner of Section 5 and a live 1916 Cedar Bearing
Tree. In 1916 Albert Smith, found the 1858 Bearing
Trees—an 1858 live 18” White Birch Tree and an
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Albert Smith, set stone monuments at the SW corner
of Section 5, MC No. 12; and at 2 of the 3 Auxiliary
Meander Corners (AMC) in his 1916 Plat of Three
Islands in Lees Lake. He established bearing tree
references for the AMCs on each Island, which was
good because lake ice and shoreline erosion had
destroyed the stone monuments. On Island No. 2
Smith marked a 10” Birch tree for the AMC. The
locations of the AMCs were able to be restored from
the stump remnants of the 1916 Pine BTs.
Island No. 1 was marked with a 15 x 12 x 12 inch
granite stone from which bear:
35” d. White Pine

N42°30’E

48 links 31.7’

25” d. White Pine

N31¼°W

53 links 35.0’
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These were found in the 2017 survey and used from
stump centers to reestablish the AMC position by
distance-distance intersection as follows:
36” d. White
Pine stump

N40°22’E

31.7’

30” d. White
N26°50’W 35.0’ With full
Pine snag-3’ h.
scribe on
down tree

Island No. 3 was marked with a 14 x 8 x 8 inch “wash”
boulder from which bear:
24” d. White Pine

N9°15’E

55 links 36.3’

28” d. White Pine

N48°15’E 63 links 41.6’

These were found in the 2017 survey and used from
stump centers to reestablish the AMC position by
distance-distance intersection as follows:
24” d. White Pine stump N8°39’E

36.3’

28” d. White Pine stump N46°55’E 41.6’

Island No. 1 1916 25” d. White Pine snag bearing tree laying with full
AMC scribing still intact

Island No. 2 was marked with a 10” White Birch
tree from which bear:
8” d. White Birch

S7°00’E

2 links

1.32’

22” d. White Pine

N40°30’W

96 links 63.36’

A 32” d. White Pine tree was found standing dead
and reestablished AMC positions by bearing
(compass and grid) and distance, and distancedistance (BT & SW Sec.5).

1916 24” d. White Pine stump bearing tree with blazing and partial
scribing at AMC No. 3

The 1939 AMC was a 2” d. Brass-Capped Iron Pipe
found laying on the shore line of island. There were no
bearing trees on the small treeless Island. The found
monument was N6°37’E 13.15’ of the computed
location by the 1939 Plat bearing and distance on the
Lake County Coordinate System on NAD83 datum
and measured by VRS-GPS on Geoid09.

Island No. 2 1916 AMC No. 2-32” d. White Pine Tree standing dead and
hollow Bearing Tree
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The 1858 GLO Triangulation distance across
Stewart Lake between MC No. 12 and MC No. 7
was 1343.8’. The VRS-GPS distance is 1265.65’, a
difference of 78.1’.

1939 AMC No. 4 Brass Cap monument found on shoreline of small
Island—no BTs

The 1858 GLO distance between the SE corner of
Section 5 and MC No. 12 on the Island was 468.6’.
The VRS-GPS distance was 473.46’, the distance
being 4.8’ longer in this case with the GPS. Was this
because Albert Smith set MC No. 12 by bearing and
distance from one Bearing Tree?

The two AMCs established for Island No. 1 and 3
fit very well with the 1916 Triangulation distances
to the reestablished MC No. 12. The restoration of
the AMC on Island No. 2 may have been best by
the distance-distance intersection. The B-D and the
D-D AMC positions on Island No. 2 were apart a
maximum of 7.3’ distant bearing N53°E between the
computed points.

Canoe at Island No. 4 looking S.E. to the SW corner Section 5, T. 54 N.
R. 11 W. on Main Island

George Adair, U.S. Deputy Surveyor in 1858,
may have had a solar compass, transit, or vernier
compass for his equipment. There is a good chance
that the vernier compass was used for speed
traveling through the woods.

Some Lines to note: GPS grid bearing from the
SW corner to MC No. 12 in Section 5 is N0°5’W.
The 1916 plat does not show a bearing. 1916
Astronomical bearings to 2017 VRS Grid bearings.
MC No. 12
line (grid)
bearing to
AMC No. 1 is:

N52°42’54”E

GPS distance is 1.44’ shorter:
MC No. 12 line
(grid) bearing to
AMC No. 2 is:

N76°45’00”E

GPS distance is 0.65’ longer:
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Plat bearing: N52°8’E

564.18’

Albert Smith, U.S. Surveyor in 1916, notes that he is
using a buff solar transit No. 9795. That all azimuth
determinations were accomplished with the solar
attachment. Measurements were made with a Lallie
two-chain steel tape.
Hal Craig, Surveyor in 1939, notes that he is using
a light mountain solar transit made by Buff and Buff
with serial no. 14238. Measurements were taken
with a Lallie 5 chain steel tape.
In 2017, we were using a Trimble R-8 GPS unit with

Plat distance: VRS correction on Geoid09.
565.62’

Plat bearing: N76°14’E

724.67’

Plat distance:
724.02’
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Legislative Miscues - Part 3
John E. Freemyer, LS

The need to apportion partially or completely driedup lakebeds has been relatively common since early
statehood days in Minnesota. Shallow lakes would
dry up during times of drought, but that often could
be attributed to the actions of man. Farmers were
always ready to cultivate former lakebeds, but would
occasionally have disputes about boundary lines.
Minnesota courts have often been asked for
decisions on apportioning dry lakebeds, and several
such cases have reached the Minnesota Supreme
Court. One of the most prominent is Lamprey v. State,
52 Minn. 181, 53 N.W. 1139 (1893). Such decisions
become binding law when applicable. Unfortunately,
many of the court’s decisions can only be used as
general guidance, because every lake and its upland
boundaries differ to various degrees.
In 1897, the state legislature decided it was time to
address the issue of ownership adjoining meandered
lakes and streams, including the “division of land
where waters have receded.” The law (Laws of 1897,
C. 257), approved by the legislature and signed by
the governor, became effective April 23, 1897. A little
more than three years later, the law was challenged
in a state Supreme Court case.

The Case
Daniel Shell and Another v. J.D. Matteson and
Others, 81 Minn. 38, 83 N.W. 491 (August 1, 1900).
The actions were brought under Laws of 1897, C.
257, to have a lakebed subdivided into convenient
tracts, as provided for by such law. The lake in
question was known as “East Okabena Lake” in
Nobles County, which was a meandered lake greater
than 160 acres in size. The lake had gradually
receded and partially dried up to the point that it
was no longer of any beneficial public use. The
parties to the case were unable to agree upon a
division of the lake bed.
In determining a decision, the court stated: “The only
question presented is the constitutionality of the (Laws
of 1897, C. 257), on which the action is founded.” The
court primarily focused on portions of Section 2 and
Section 4 of the law. Following is a broader recital of
the law for a more in-depth understanding.
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General Laws of Minnesota for 1897,
Chapter 257
Section 1. All lakes and streams in this state which
have been or may hereafter be meandered in the
government surveys are hereby classified into public
waters and private waters. All such meandered lakes
of more than one hundred and sixty (160) acres in
extent which are of sufficient depth and volume to
be capable of any beneficial public use for fishing,
fowling, boating or furnishing water supply for
domestic, municipal or agricultural purposes, shall be
known as public waters.
All meandered lakes and streams not included in the
above classification shall be known as private waters.
Sec. 2. In all cases where any lake belonging to
the class of private waters above mentioned has
been so meandered in the government survey, the
owners of the lands abutting upon the shores of
said lake shall be the owners in common of the
bed thereof; and for the purpose of this act the
bed of such lake shall be deemed to include all the
lands within the meander lines established by such
government survey, and the rights of the respective
shore owners in case of the partition of such lake
bed as hereinafter provided, shall be in proportion
to the length of the meander line upon the tract or
tracts owned by each. And in all cases where such
meandered lakes come within the classification
of public waters the bed and waters thereof shall
belong to the state and in its sovereign capacity,
in trust for the people for public use, and the shore
owners shall own in common fee the lands to the
water’s edge thereof. Provided, that whenever the
waters of any such lake so far recede or dry up as to
reduce said lake within the classification of “private
waters” above defined, the title of the state and its
trusteeship shall cease, and the bed of said lake
shall pass to and be divided among the owners
of the shore of the same as if the lake had always
belonged to the class of private waters.
Sec. 3. (This section of the legislation dealt with
the dividing of rivers and streams. It is beyond the
scope of this article. If interested in knowing more
about this section, go to: www.revisor.mn.gov/
laws/1897/0/General+Laws/Chapter/257/pdf/ )
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Sec. 4. The shore owners of the bed of any such
lake, the waters of which are or have become
private, under the above classification, may have
the same divided and partition of the whole thereof
made between the several owners at any time after
the same or any part thereof dries up, or any of the
waters thereof recede; and if said owners are unable
to agree upon a division which is acceptable to all,
either of said owners or any person having an actual
interest or title in any part of abutting shore land,
may bring an action in district court in any county
where the said lake bed or some part thereof is
situated, against all other persons owning or having
any interest of title in the same, to have partition
thereof made according to the respective rights
of said shore owners. And in said action for the
purpose of making such partition said district court
may appoint one or more disinterested competent
surveyors to ascertain the quantity of land in said
lake beds, and the number of acres to which each
shore owner is entitled upon the basis aforesaid,
and said surveyors may be directed to further if
practicable, subdivide said lake bed into distinct
tracts of convenient form containing the quantity
of land to which each such shore owner is entitled
contiguous as far as practicable to the tract owned
by each such shore owner outside of said meander
line, and so that the same will be accessible to each
owner from his holdings beyond said meander line.
And if such division line is impossible because of the
form of said lake and such course is necessary and
recommended by said surveyors, said court may
by its decree locate and establish a suitable and
convenient highway, into or through such portion
of said lake bed as may be necessary to enable
all such owners to conveniently reach the tract set
apart to him or to which he may be adjudged entitled
in said partition proceedings. And if in the opinion
of the court upon a full examination of the case,
no just and equitable division can be made of said
lake bed between said shore owners in the manner
herein provided because of the difference in value in
different portions of said lake bed or other case, the
court may direct the said lake bed to be subdivided
into convenient tracts so as to readily be marketable
for the purpose for which it is best adapted, and
thereupon said district court may in said action in
such manner as it shall deem for the best interests
of all concerned direct said lake bed or the several
tracts into which the same may have been subdivided, to be sold at public auction to the highest
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bidder by a receiver appointed for that purpose, and
after deducting the expenses of all said proceedings
the proceeds of said sale remaining shall be
distributed among the respective owners of said
abutting lands in proportion to the rights of each
as above set forth. And for the purpose of better
carrying out the purpose and intent of this act the
several district courts of this state are hereby vested
with full power and authority to make such orders
and cause such steps not herein enumerated to be
taken in any case contemplated by this act as may
be necessary in furtherance of the spirit and intent
hereof, and with a view to meting out substantial
justice between the parties.

Supreme Court Opinion / Decision
“This act is an evident attempt on the part of
the legislature, in part, at least, to provide and
facilitate the settlement of controversies and
disputes between shore owners concerning rights
and boundary lines in dried up lake beds; and if
it had been limited to a course of procedure with
respect to determining such boundary lines, the
act could, in all probability, have been sustained.
But it goes far beyond this, and invades private
rights to such an extent as to render it wholly
unconstitutional and void.
When the legislature interferes with the title to
one’s property, or with his independent enjoyment
thereof, its action is to be judged by those principles
of civil liberty and constitutional protection which
are guaranteed in our system of laws. And, if
those principles will not permit or authorize that
department of government to take the property of
one and confer it upon his neighbor, the act under
consideration cannot stand.
(T)he shore owners adjoining lakes of the character
of this one own the bed of severalty; and it cannot
be doubted but that such ownership is a vested
right, and a right which cannot be taken away by
the legislature, except by due process of law, and
for some recognized public purpose. It is universally
held that statutes which in effect devest and impair
vested rights are unconstitutional and void.”
Relying on one of its previous decisions, the court
further stated:
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“(W)here a meandered lake is nonnavigable, and
in cases where the lakes have gradually and
imperceptibly dried up, the owner of land bordering
on the shore thereof takes to the center of middle of
the lake. In other words, the title of the shore owner
extends to the center of the lake, the boundary lines
of his tract extending from the shore or meander
line, on lines converging to a point in the center
of the lake bed; and such lake bed is an incident
and an appurtenance to the adjoining lands, and

becomes the property of the individual shore owner
upon acquiring title to the adjoining land. Lamprey v.
State, 52 Minn. 181, 53 N.W. 1139.”
In the next and last part of “Legislative Miscues,”
I will review a much more recent case in which the
State Supreme Court ruled that a long-standing
statute dealing with road right-of-ways was
unconstitutional. It is a topic that is still debated
within some professional groups.

MSPS Chapter Chairs
A reminder to send your meeting notices and minutes to the MSPS office
so that we may post the information on the MSPS website.
Send new events information Online at www.mnsurveyor.com/SubmitAEvent
We are happy to promote your Chapter events!
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The Rectangular Land Survey Lines and Monuments as
Boundaries in Minnesota

Rod Squires, Department of Geography, Environment and Society, University of Minnesota1
Prolog

Introduction

This article was prompted by comments at the
opening session of the 2018 MSPS convention
concerning current statewide remonumentation
efforts. In it, I cover a range of topics with the object
of being illustrative, not comprehensive. It is meant
to provide talking points for land surveyors wanting
to engage in discussions on the importance of
the rectangular land survey monuments to a lay
audience. It may give land surveyors, particularly
those who work for local governments, useful
information in their efforts to inform their elected
officials of the continuing importance of the original
corner monuments.

The rectangular survey lines, and the monuments
set in the ground along them, which spread across
Minnesota between 1847 and 1908, simultaneously
defined the boundaries — hence the areal extent —
and the location of each parcel of land owned by the
United States government.3 Concomitantly, these
lines and monuments created the boundaries and
the location of parcels that individuals, corporations,
and the state of Minnesota acquired from the United
States government. The two functions of the line
segments and monuments — boundary and location
— cannot be separated; together they provide the
boundaries of parcels of land and their location
in a particular township, which is, in turn, located
with reference to the initial point. However, many of
the original lines have long disappeared and only
the monuments that anchored the line segments
remain. As title to the original parcels was conveyed
between successive legal entities, many parcels
were either subdivided (fragmented) or enlarged
(agglomerated) and so the original lines shown
on the township plat, those run by the deputies
or merely protracted by draftsmen, became less
relevant than the corner monuments that were set in
the ground.4

But first, a personal comment concerning the land
surveyor’s use of the rectangular survey corner
monuments, based on language in the Manual of
Guidelines for Platting in Minnesota that states,
G. Show all United States Public Land Survey
corners or any witness monuments, which
either control the location of the boundary of the
plat or are part of the plat. Label these corners
with reference to section, township and range.
Indicate the type of monument and the license
number marked thereon if known. Reference
these corners and monuments to the plat by
distance and direction.
H. For all plats described under or referenced
to the Public Land Survey, show plat boundary
references with distance and direction to at least
two existing Public Land Survey corners or other
reference monuments.2
All licensed land surveyors in Minnesota share the
responsibility for re-establishing and/or maintaining
the rectangular land survey monuments. More
importantly, all are responsible for using them, where
appropriate, in their work. Individuals making these
original monuments part of most projects may be
the most effective way of justifying the projected
costs for a statewide remonumentation.
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As a consequence, in those parts of Minnesota
where large numbers of individuals reside, many of
the original lines are not relevant, except where they
have been perpetuated by occupation structures,
such as road rights-of-way or buildings.5 Yet, there
is a surprising amount of so-called “unplatted land”
in urban areas, areas whose boundaries and location
are described by reference to sections, township,
and principal meridian.6 However, the monuments
and lines shown on various types of recorded plats
to define the location of the plat and to designate
the blocks and lots they contain are ultimately tied to
the corners set by the deputy surveyors.7
By contrast, in rural areas of Minnesota, the original
lines and the original corner monuments (many of
which have not been perpetuated or maintained) are
still widely used to define the location and extent of
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the real property owned by a legal entity, the lines
between each monument separating that property
from the real property owned by other legal entities.8
In this article I describe examples of the continued
relevance of the lines and monuments, set almost a
quarter of a century ago and supposedly maintained
by statutory requirement, in defining the location and
the boundaries of land areas.9 First and foremost,
of course, are the ownership boundaries with which
we are all familiar and for which the rectangular
land surveys were designed. A second type of real
estate boundary is the one that simultaneously
defines the location and the boundaries of public
land management units, areas largely owned by the
federal, state, and local governments and reserved
for particular public purposes. Together, these
two real estate boundaries provide the historical
continuity with the original cadastral surveys. What
is perhaps more interesting are those boundaries
that have been created subsequent to the division
of the land for ownership purpose, as European
American settlement occurred and as the original
land parcels were fragmented and agglomerated in
different ways for different purposes. One important
class of such boundaries is that which defines the
location and spatial extent of local general purpose
governments — counties, cities, and townships —
jurisdictional boundaries.
Numerous online maps show the location and spatial
extent of both types of real estate boundaries and
the various jurisdictional boundaries. Many of these
reference the survey lines and, most importantly, the
monuments established during the rectangular land
surveying operations. Some of these references may
be hidden because the maps do not show township
and section lines but, in such cases, straight-line
boundaries are often a good indicator that they
do indeed follow the survey lines and may even
connect adjacent survey monuments. Many of these
maps are produced by those governments having
the statutory responsibility for regulating particular
activities and have been generated from the
records they must necessarily collect to fulfill their
legal obligations. But commercial companies and
private individuals with access to ever-increasingly
sophisticated computer hardware and software are
producing maps from those public records.10
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Land Management Unit Boundaries and
Locations
About 24 percent of Minnesota’s lands, more
than 12 million acres, are owned by governments
and used to provide a wide variety of active and
passive outdoor recreational and educational
experiences, contributing to the state’s economy
in various ways.11 (Fig. 1) Increasingly, these lands
play important roles in providing clean water and
air, carbon sequestration, habitat for pollinators and
wildlife, and protecting rare plants, animals, and
geologic features.
Governments have acquired title to land parcels
with similar ecological characteristics throughout
Minnesota’s existence in a number of ways and
assembled them into management units. In many
instances the parcels that were acquired, or reserved
in the case of the federal government, were defined
by the survey lines and monuments and located with
reference to them and so, unsurprisingly, the survey
lines and monuments control the boundaries of
many of those units.12

Figure 1. Minnesota Land Ownership

Federal Land Management Units13
The United States government owns approximately
3.5 million acres in Minnesota, about a third of
which is land it has always owned.14 The rest is land
that had been conveyed to individuals, states, or
corporations, largely during the nineteenth century
and reacquired during the twentieth century.15
The bulk of these holdings are managed by the
Forest Service in the Superior and Chippewa
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National Forests, by the National Park Service in
the Voyageurs National Park, and by the Fish and
Wildlife Service in 13 national wildlife refuges and
wetland management districts.16 Each of these
units and others, such as the Pipestone and Grand
Portage national monuments, the Mississippi
National River and Recreation area and the St. Croix
Wild and Scenic Riverway, are located and largely
defined with reference to the rectangular land survey
lines and monuments.
The boundaries of the national forests clearly follow
township lines; they always have.17 Because a large
portion of the land in these forests, particularly in
the Superior NF, never left federal ownership after
it was surveyed, the correlation between the forest
boundaries and the survey lines and monuments is
hardly surprising.18 The boundary of the Chippewa
National Forest, established by Congress in 1908,
is described by water levels and the rectangular
survey lines and monuments.19 The Superior National
Forest was established by President Theodore
Roosevelt on Feb. 13, 1909, who proclaimed, “there
are hereby reserved from settlement or entry and set
apart as a public reservation, for the use and benefit
of the people, all the tracts of land, in the State of
Minnesota, shown as the Superior National Forest
on the diagram forming, a part hereof.”20 (Fig. 2)
Subsequent boundary changes and additional federal
land purchases increased the area of both forests but
the relevance of the survey lines and monuments to
the boundaries still persists.21 Of current interest is the
concern over two mineral leases in the Superior NF.22

proposed as a park “depicted on the drawing entitled
‘A Proposed Voyageurs National Park Minnesota,’
numbered LNPMW–VOYA–1001, dated February
1969.”24 A provision in the legislation prohibited the
federal government acquiring title to the privately
owned land within the park’s designated boundary,
until the land included in the proposed park that was
owned by the State of Minnesota and its political
subdivisions was donated to the United States.25 On
April 8, 1975, Rogers Morton, the Secretary of the
Interior, issued a Notice of Establishment of the park
in the Federal Register, providing the legal description
of the land included within the park boundaries,
almost all of which was located and described using
the rectangular survey lines and monuments.26 27
In 1988 Congress created the Mississippi National
River and Recreation Area, a new type of national
park unit, in which the United States did not
acquire land, but rather relied on a partnership
among a variety of governments, individuals, and
corporations to protect a 72-mile stretch of the
Mississippi and the adjacent 54,000 acres.28 The
legislation directed the Secretary of the Interior
to publish “a detailed description and map of the
boundaries” of the area. On June 12, 1989, the legal
description of the river corridor included in the park
unit — a mixture of survey lines and monuments and
road corridors — was published.29
On March 23, 1937, President Franklin D. Roosevelt
established Mud Lake Migratory Waterfowl Refuge
as “a refuge and breeding ground for migratory
birds and other wildlife,” on “lands acquired or to
be acquired by the United States in the following
described area, comprising approximately 55,170
acres in Marshall County Minnesota, be; and they
are hereby, reserved and set apart, for the use of
the Department of Agriculture.”30 (Fig. 3) The Refuge
was enlarged in 1940 and renamed the “Agassiz
National Wildlife Refuge” in 1961.31

Figure 2. The Superior National Forest as originally established23

In 1971 Congress authorized the Secretary of
Interior to establish the Voyageurs National Park
when it deemed the United States had acquired
“sufficient interests in lands and waters” in the area
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There are two ways of looking at the state-owned
lands: from the perspective of their current
management and from the perspective of how the
state acquired title to the lands.

Current Management
4.2 million acres of land are included within the
statutory boundaries of 59 state forests, listed in
Minnesota Statutes (2017) 89.021 along with the
session laws that established them that describe
what parcels of land are included each forest, by
reference to the survey lines and monuments.38 The
DNR has published maps for a majority of them that
show the 40-acre parcels it manages, as well as
those managed by other state agencies and counties
and those owned by the federal government.39

Figure 3. The original Mud Lake National Wildlife Refuge.

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act introduced a new
management unit, the riverway, defined as “that area
measured within one-quarter mile from the ordinary
high water mark on each side of the river.”32 One
of the first rivers to be designated as a unit was
a 200-mile segment of the St. Croix River and its
tributary, the Namekagon, from its source to Taylors
Falls, to be managed by the National Park Service.33
The lower 52 miles of the River, from Taylors Falls
to its confluence with the Mississippi River, became
a unit in 1972 and is cooperatively managed by
Minnesota DNR, Wisconsin DNR, and the National
Park Service.34

State Land Management Units35
The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
(DNR) manages 5.6 million acres, about 11 percent
of Minnesota’s total land area, mostly in those land
management units that comprise the state’s outdoor
recreation system.36 The boundaries of all of these
units have been designated by the legislature.37
Various statutes govern the management of these
lands and give the Commissioner of the DNR
authority to acquire whatever legal interests in the
land surface necessary to ensure their management
and even increase the size of the units. The
commissioner can acquire a freehold interest,
through purchase — that may necessitate the
appropriate county board approval — donation, or
exchange with a government or private entity, and
can acquire a leasehold or a conservation easement.
30

The 67 state parks, encompassing more than
200,000 acres, are listed in Minnesota Statutes (2017)
85.012 along with the session laws establishing
each of them that describe the parcels of land to be
included in each by reference to the survey lines and
monuments. The DNR has produced a brochure for
each park that contains a map. Each park has, of
course, its own particular history.40
The legislature has established 1,440 state wildlife
management areas (WMAs) to protect wildlife
habitat, to provide opportunities for hunting, fishing
and wildlife watching, and to promote important
wildlife-based tourism.41 These units, which include
a total of 1.3 million acres, are, for the most part,
smaller in size than forest or park units and so their
boundaries are described by metes and bounds
as well as by reference to the survey lines and
monuments. All the units are listed on the DNR
website that provides a township location and links
to Recreation Compass.
189,000 acres of land are included in the boundaries
of 160 state Scientific and Natural Areas, established
to preserve Minnesota’s ecological and geological
diversity.42 First authorized in 1969, land in these
management units include lands owned by the
state, corporations, and private individuals.43 A
large proportion of the SNA acreage, approximately
150,000 acres, are peatlands administered by
DNR Forestry or DNR Wildlife, 18 of which were
designated Peatland Scientific and Natural Areas in
the Minnesota Peatland Protection Act of 1991.44
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1,300 miles of Minnesota State Trails, ranging from
smooth, railroad-grade bike trails to natural terrain
for riding on horseback, and a world-class mountain
biking system, comprise a trail system.45 A webbased map issued by the DNR provides information
about a particular state trail, many of which connect
various other units managed by the DNR.46
In 1990 the Legislature enacted a Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act, which authorized the Commissioner of
the DNR to classify rivers and segments of rivers
as wild, scenic or recreational and directed him to
prepare a management plan for each designating
“the boundaries of the area along the river to be
included within the system, which may not include
more than 320 acres per mile on both sides of the
river” in which there would be some form of land
use control.47 The parcels included in the land use
districts adjoining the segments of the Kettle River,
the Mississippi River, the North Fork of the Crow
River, the Minnesota River, the Rum River, and the
Cannon River designated as Wild and Scenic Rivers,
those to be acquired and those to be protected by a
scenic easement are listed by township, range and
section in Minnesota Administrative Rules.48

Ownership Status 49
How the state acquired title to each parcel in each
land management unit is important because it
imposes legal requirements on the state’s use.
Today, the DNR Commissioner has statutory
authority to acquire a legal interest, fee title, a lease,
or an easement (for example) to parcels the state
does not own within the boundaries of existing
outdoor recreation units or land adjacent to such
units, in a variety of ways depending on the unit.
He can purchase the tract from a willing seller and
also an unwilling seller by condemnation, he can
accept a donation, and he can exchange a parcel for
another parcel of similar value. He can also acquire
a surface interest only, to land under which the
minerals are owned by another entity.
The management unit boundaries coincide with the
rectangular survey lines and monuments because
the state acquired land parcels with boundaries
described with reference to those lines and
monuments, from the federal government and from
individuals. I now turn my attention to that.
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The state has acquired fee title to land in three
ways: through grants from the United States
government, through tax forfeitures, and, most
recently, in a variety of ways, such as gifts,
purchases, and condemnation.50
2.5 million acres in the units managed by the DNR
were acquired from the United States government
under the provisions of several federal statutes
in parcels whose locations and boundaries were
described by the survey lines and monuments.
All of these lands are classed as state school
trust fund lands because the revenue generated
from their management and sale is placed into a
Permanent School Fund managed by the State
Board of Investment.51 An impressive interactive
web map issued by the DNR, School Trust Lands,
shows where these lands are located. Two layers
are relevant to this article: the rectangular survey
grid and, surprise, the General Land Office township
plats. As can easily be seen, many of the parcels
classed as school trust are ¼ ¼ sections (40
acres) or multiples of them or government lots.52 A
second web map, issued by the Office of School
Trust Lands, is not interactive — but the lines of the
40-acre subdivisions the state acquired are visible.
On this map can be seen the parcels of school
trust lands in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area
Wilderness portion of the Superior National Forest
which are the subject of a proposed federal-state
land exchange.53
From 1925 to 1935, the state attempted to provide
relief to many individuals who were delinquent in
paying their property taxes. By 1935, there were
millions of acres of tax delinquent land, particularly
in northern and central Minnesota. In that year the
state provided that the title to lands that became tax
forfeited would be held by the state in trust for the
taxing district.54 Perhaps between six and eight million
acres of land became tax forfeited between 1926
and 1950, much of which was sold. Today, there are
approximately 2.8 million acres of tax forfeited lands,
about 6 percent of the surface area of the state, the
surface of which is managed by the counties, many
in county forests, and the mineral rights managed by
the DNR.55 Of course, the influence of the survey lines
and monuments on the boundaries of these lands
depends on the description of the tracts that became
tax forfeited. The location of the parcels in these
rural areas still depends on the surveys lines and
monuments, however.
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Under the provisions of three legislative acts in
1929, 1931, and 1933 the state acquired 1.9 million
acres of lands in Aitkin, Beltrami, Koochiching, Lake
of the Woods, Mahnomen, Marshall, and Roseau
counties.56 This land was tax forfeit but was also
burdened with ditch liens imposed by the counties.57
To protect the credit of the counties, the state paid
off the bonds and acquired title to the land.58 About
400,000 acres were sold to private parties during the
late 1930s through the 1990s. The recent story of
these lands can be followed on the DNR web page
Consolidated Conservation Lands.
The state has acquired, and continues to acquire,
parcels of land for particular purposes in a variety
of ways. Many sections of the Minnesota Statutes
describe how the Commissioner of the DNR can
acquire land for the various management units.
And, as noted for the tax forfeited land parcels, the
influence of the survey lines and monuments on the
boundaries of these lands depends on the description
of the tracts within that area. The location of the
parcels in many rural areas still depends on the
surveys lines and monuments, however.
One final point about state-owned lands is the way
in which the state deals with the mineral estate,
particularly in cases where the subsurface interests
have been severed from the surface interests.59
Since 1966, the State of Minnesota has leased
land for nonferrous metallic mineral exploration and
development. Leases of these mineral interests, for
which the state does not warrant title, are offered
through a public competitive bid process. In some
cases private mineral exploration companies have
obtained negotiated state leases. Currently there are
533 active state nonferrous metallic minerals leases
located within 8 counties in the northern half of
Minnesota held by 13 companies.60

Indian Reservations 61
The rectangular land survey lines and monuments
were used to define the boundaries of several Indian
reservations in Minnesota. Each reservation has
complex historiesy that include boundary changes, in
part because each was opened to non-Indian timber
harvesting and settlement. Such histories are outside
the scope of this article. Three are described because
their entire land boundaries were described with
reference to the surveys lines and monuments.62

The Fond du Lac reservation was established in 1854
under the provisions of a treaty between the United
States and the Chippewa of Lake Superior and the
Mississippi.63 Its boundary was described as,
Beginning at an island in the St. Louis River, above Knife
Portage, called by the Indians Paw-paw-sco-me-metig, running thence west to the boundary line heretofore
described, thence north along said boundary line to the
mouth of Savannah River, thence down the St. Louis
River, to the place of beginning. And if said tract shall
contain less than one hundred thousand acres, a strip
of land shall be added on the south side thereof, large
enough to equal such deﬁciency.64

Section 4 of the treaty stated, “The United States
will define the boundaries of the reserved tracts,
whenever it may be necessary, by actual survey,
and the President may, from time to time, at his
discretion, cause the whole to be surveyed ….”65
The boundary line was run by Peter E. Bradshaw,
awarded a contract by Surveyor General Charles
Emerson on April 2, between June 18 and
September 16, 1858.66
The Mille Lacs reservation, the continued existence
of which is the subject of current litigation, was
described in a treaty signed in 1855 as “the following
fractional townships, viz: forty-two north, of range
twenty-five west; forty-two north, of range twenty-six
west; and forty-two and forty-three north, of range
twenty-seven west; and, also, the three islands in
the southern part of Mille Lac.”67 The exteriors of the
townships in the reservation had already been run by
John M. Smith under a contract dated July 9, 1849.
The islands were surveyed much later.
The White Earth Indian reservation, established in a
treaty signed in 1867, was to include “a tract of land,
to be located in a square form as nearly as possible,
with lines corresponding to the government surveys;
which reservation shall include White Earth Lake
and Rice Lake, and contain thirty-six townships of
land …68 The boundary of the reservation was run
by George E. Stuntz in May and June, 1871, under a
contract awarded to a group of deputies dated April
14, 1871.69 The original reservation was subsequently
reduced to its current size when Townships 146, 145,
144 and 143 North of Range 37 West of the original
reservation were ceded to the United States in 1889.70

Jurisdictional Boundaries
The survey lines and corner monuments became
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widely used to define the extent and location of local
governments. There are 3,672 local government
units in Minnesota.71 87 of them are counties with
statutorily defined boundaries that contain over
2,600 general purpose governments; 853 municipal
corporations, all of which are cities; and 1,700
township governments. Article 12, Section 3 of the
State Constitution gives the Legislature control over
the affairs of local governments; a map of these
jurisdictions was issued in 2013 by the Minnesota
Geospatial Commons.

County Boundaries 72
There are 87 counties in Minnesota, general purpose
governments that serve a number of important
functions for the state government, many of them
administrative, with boundaries as described in state
statutes.73 These units serve as the basis of the
state’s judicial districts, the state’s legislative districts,
and the state’s Congressional districts.74 (Fig. 4) The
boundaries of counties are not defined by a line but
by the area included in the jurisdiction, usually an
area defined by reference to the survey lines and
monuments. Watercourses actually provide a part of
the boundary.75
Most modern counties were formed out of some
previous county and have assumed their areal
extent over time and their evolution is described
in statutory law. Minnesota Statutes (2017) 2.01
suggests that many counties originated in 1866. This
is not the case; Chapter 8 of the General Statutes of
1866 lists the counties then in existence, including
Andy Johnson that has not survived, along with a
description of the boundaries using the survey lines
and monuments. There have always been counties
in Minnesota. In a footnote to Chapter 1 of the
Public Statutes of the State of Minnesota 1858 the
compilers, Moses Sherburne and William Hollinshead,
ambiguously wrote,
The territory was originally laid out into a small
number of counties, which have been frequently
altered since by the creation of new counties. These
changes cannot be followed, and an act presented
defining the boundaries of the counties of the state
as they now exist, without such a departure from the
language of the several acts as to entirely destroy
their identity. This is a latitude which the compilers
do not feel authorized to exercise. The several laws
on the subject of county boundaries are therefore
published in their chronological succession, with
a reference in the index to the change which each
county has undergone.
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Figure 4. Modern County Boundaries in Minnesota76

The Organic Act establishing the Minnesota Territory
Congress made several provisions to continue the
existing government functions in the area between
the St. Croix and the Mississippi rivers, an area
that had been part of St. Croix County, Wisconsin
Territory, but excluded from the state of Wisconsin
created the previous year.77
The first Legislative Assembly divided the Territory
into nine counties.78 Three of them (Washington,
Ramsey and Benton) encompassing the area that
had been part of St. Croix County, Wisconsin
Territory, contained most of the European American
settlers, and were established as organized
counties, “invested with all and singular the rights,
privileges, and immunities to which all organized
counties in this Territory shall be and are by law
entitled.”79 Each of them included an area bounded
by the rectangular survey lines that had already been
run and the Mississippi and St. Croix rivers.
The other six counties, each comprising areas
of the new Territory not yet ceded by indigenous
peoples, were “organized only for the purpose of the
appointment of justices of the peace, constables,
and such other judicial and ministerial offices as
may be specially provided for.”80 Several of them on
the west of the Mississippi were bounded by lines
running from a river westwards. Wabashaw County,
for example, included “all that portion of the said
Territory lying south of a line running due west from
a point on the Mississippi river opposite the mouth
of the St. Croix river to the Missouri river ….”81
As indigenous peoples ceded their lands and the
rectangular surveys spread across the land surface of
the Minnesota Territory, the individuals who acquired
title from the United States government demanded
some form of local government. In response,
the Legislative Assembly established additional
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counties, usually by dividing an existing organized
or unorganized county. This, of course, required the
boundaries of existing counties be altered. So, the
1849 boundaries of both Washington and Ramsey
counties were altered when Chisago County was
established as an organized county in 1851, after
which neither county’s boundaries changed.82

of the middle of the main channel of the Mississippi
river, all of said territory being in township twentyeight (28), range twenty-two (22) (except as noted),
Dakota County, Minnesota, to-wit” and then proceeds
to describe the land included, referencing original
surveys parcels and specifically named plats, and the
Mississippi as a boundary line.

Municipal Boundaries 83

The boundaries of most cities have changed,
sometimes many times, as their governments annex
land outside the boundaries under state law.86
Requests for change in them — to create new cities,
to annex areas to or detach areas from existing cities,
or to consolidate existing cities from property owners,
cities or townships — are considered by the Office
of Administrative Hearings under the provisions of
Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 414.

Finding the legal description of many of the 853
municipalities in Minnesota classed as cities is
surprisingly difficult. I would have thought that
city attorneys would know precisely the area of a
city’s jurisdiction and, consequently, its liability.84 At
one extreme is Minneapolis. The Minneapolis City
Charter Article II section 2.1, states “The City has the
boundaries established under law.” Similarly Brooklyn
Park notes in its City Charter section 1.01 Name and
Boundaries, “The Village of Brooklyn Park, in the
County of Hennepin, and State of Minnesota, shall,
upon the taking effect of this Chapter, continue to be
a municipal corporation, under the name and style of
the City of Brooklyn Park, with the same boundaries
as now are or hereafter may be established.”85
On the other hand, St. Paul in its Charter, states,
“The City of Saint Paul in the County of Ramsey and
State of Minnesota, contained within the limits and
boundaries hereinafter described, shall continue to be
a municipal corporation under the name, City of Saint
Paul, with the existing boundaries as follows …” and
proceeds to describe the boundary line as a metes
and bounds line, “Beginning at the northeast corner
of Section twenty-three, Township twenty-nine North,
Range twenty-two West” and ending at the same
monument, that connects monuments and water
courses. Similarly, West St. Paul City Charter section
1.01 states, “The territory constituting the City of
West Saint Paul, with the same boundaries and limits
thereof, are as follows” then continues to describe the
land parcels included in the city;
All of Sections number 17, 18, 19, 20, and the North
one-half (N ½) of Section 29 lying north of Mendota
Road, and the North one-half (N ½) of Section 30,
and the Southwest Quarter (SW ¼) of the Southeast
Quarter (SE ¼) of Section 7. All in Township 28 North,
Range 22, West, of the fourth principal meridian.

South St. Paul City Charter section 1.01 “the limits
and boundaries thereof shall consist of the following
described sections, or so much thereof as lies west
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Township Boundaries
In Minnesota, a township is a land survey unit —
often called a “congressional township” — created
by deputies employed by the General Land Office to
enable the United States government to convey title
to land. Nominally, 6x6 miles square and divided into
sections that were further divided into ¼¼ sections,
they established boundaries and the unique location
for every parcel of land conveyed. The entire land
surface of Minnesota is still divided into these units.87
There are 2,775 such townships in the 87 counties.
In Minnesota, the township is also a unit of local
government, a jurisdictional subdivision of each
county, the form and authority of which is specified
in Minnesota Statutes (2017) c.368.0188 The
boundaries of many such governments coincide
with the rectangular survey lines that define the
land survey unit. Some township government
include parts or all of several land survey units;
some include only a portion of a land survey unit,
however.89 First established in 1858, there are 1,781
township governments in Minnesota.90
There is an inverse correlation between cities and
townships. Many township governments have
disappeared, either as the residents of a part
of the township vote to incorporate themselves
and a specific area into a city or as parts of a
township become annexed by cities. Current
township boundaries reflect township mergers and
annexations of parts of township by cities.91
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Such governments have predominated in areas with
small numbers of residents with a predominantly rural
economy. But, in 1907, the Legislature gave some
more densely populated townships powers more
typically associated with municipalities.92 Today, these
urban towns, that have “platted portions where 1,200
or more people reside or a town that has a platted
area within 20 miles of the city hall of a city of the first
class having over 200,000 population,” function in
much the same way as a small city and are included
in the term “urban areas” by the U.S. Census Bureau,
are defined as towns.93

Conclusion
Here, I presented written cameos that illustrate the
continuing importance of the survey monuments
and lines in defining modern boundaries. I am very
conscious that I have been quite superficial. My sole
point is to suggest examples that land surveyors
could use to justify the remonumentation efforts.
Hopefully, they are useful.
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End Notes

14.
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15.
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This is my first attempt at using hypertext links. In cases
where the reference is to material only available digitally I
will provide a link. I have avoided providing links that can
only be used by those with access to the University of
Minnesota’s Libraries. In cases where the reference is to
material that is available in both print and digital format I
will provide both.
Part 3 Graphics, 9 Monumentation p.32.
The rectangular surveying operations resulted in readily
distinguishable lines, the course of which were referenced
by witness and bearing trees, and monuments set along
them, also referenced by bearing trees. Today, however,
looking at the evidence for the process we are only
interested in the monuments and the points now used
to reference them, not the lines that originally connected
them, the evidence of which may be long gone. Inevitably,
as my research looks at the continuing influence of the
surveys, I think about corner monuments rather than
lines. The original lines run by the deputies began and
ended at a monument. Over time, the lines have lost their
legal relevance as parcels, particularly in urban areas were
divided and reassembled.
An act concerning the mode of surveying the public lands
of the United States enacted February 11, 1805 (2 Stat.
313) established the “principles upon which the boundaries
and contents of the public lands are to be ascertained.”
Minnesota Statutes (2017) 381.12 notes as the origin of
the section the Revised Laws (1905) c.7 sec.448 but, in
fact it stems from Laws 1871 c.27 “An Act to provide for
the re-establishment and re-location of section posts and
boundaries which have been lost and destroyed.”
There are no procedures to reestablish lines run by the
deputies, only procedures to resurvey them. But there
are procedures to reestablish the corner monuments set
by them.
There is virtually no unplatted land in Minnesota, except
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16.
17.
18.

19.
20.

perhaps some omitted land in sparsely populated
portions of the State.
See endnote 2.
This, of course, was what the rectangular surveys were
designed to do. There is a paradox, though, that we
continue to use the corners although we do not know
whether the monuments are there or not.
Minnesota Statutes (2017) 381.12. These are all legal
boundaries.
See Minnesota Geospatial Commons for downloadable
data on boundaries. There are a number of data files that
allow users to add various kinds of boundary layers to
Google Earth. A useful layer for land surveyors is Earth
Point that displays and identifies the rectangular land
survey townships and sections. I will note others below.
See Your State-managed Public Lands
Land management unit boundaries are use boundaries and
include all public lands or private lands in rural area whose
title is encumbered with some sort of public restrictions on
how the land can be used, such as an easement.
The federal government owns a large amount of land
in Minnesota not included in such units, mostly in
urban areas, such as the Veterans Affairs hospitals and
the locks and dams managed by the Army Corps of
Engineers. The General Service Administration manages
a miscellany of federal buildings.
Part of the original public domain, see Gates Paul W.
History of public land law development (Washington
D.C. Government Printing Office, 1968) 1-32.
Clawson, Marion. The Federal Lands Revisited
(Washington DC. Johns Hopkins Press, 1983).
Vincent, Carol H., Laura A. Hanson, and Carla N.
Argueta. Federal and Ownership: Overview and Data
Congressional Research Service Report R42346 March
3, 2017. The United States Geological Survey has issued
a map of the protected lands including lands owned
by the federal and state governments and parcels
encumbered with conservation easements.
Superior National Forest. Map Chippewa National
Forest. Map.
Not all land in these two national forests is owned by
the United States government. The Leech Lake Indian
Reservation is included in the Chippewa Forest.
On June 27, 1902 (32 Stat 400) “An Act To amend
an Act entitled ‘An Act for the relief and civilization
of the Chippewa Indians in the State of Minnesota,’
approved January fourteenth, eighteen hundred and
eighty-nine,” commonly called the Morris Act, which
mainly addressed the disposition of unallotted lands
on Ojibwe Indian reservations in Minnesota, Congress
designated some 200,000 acres of the Chippewas of the
Mississippi, Cass Lake, Leech Lake, and Winnibigoshish
Indian reservations as a Forest Reserve. The Act of
May 8, 1908 (35 Stat. 268), established the Reserve as
the Minnesota National Forest, the name of which was
changed to the Chippewa National Forest by Executive
Order 4913 June 22, 1928. One of the boundary
changes is described in Proclamation 2216 made by
President Franklin D. Roosevelt on December 29, 1936.
3 CFR 1936-1938 Compilation p.65-66. See Brady, Tim.
The Real Story of Chippewa National Forest, Minnesota
Conservation Volunteer Nov-Dec 2004 22-31 online at
the Archives of the magazine.
Proclamation 848 35 Stat. pt 2. 2223. He actually
reserved, or withdrew from disposal, lands the federal
government owned.
Establishment and Modification of National Forest
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21.

22.
23.
24.
25.

26.

27.

28.
29.

30.

36

Boundaries and National Grasslands. A Chronological
Record 1891-2012 USDA Forest Service Lands
and Realty Management Staff (2012) Chippewa NF
Maps & Publications. Superior NF Lands and Realty
Management Program. Superior NF Maps & Publications
Twin Metals Lease Renewal. Interior Department
reinstates leases for Twin Metals mine project. Twin
Metals Minnesota Statement on Action by U.S.
Department of the Interior to reinstate federal leases in
Northeastern Minnesota. Lawsuits against Twin Metals’
mining leases pile up.
See endnote 20. The map appears on the page
preceding the proclamation.
Public Law 91–661 “An Act to authorize the establishment
of the Voyageurs National Park in the State of Minnesota,
and for other purpose.” 84 Stat. 1970
Id. On June 1971 the Minnesota Legislature donated the
necessary lands. Laws 1971 c.852; Minnesota Statute
(2017) c.84B
Federal Register vol. 40 No. 68 15921-15922. For a
detailed narrative of the process of making the park, see
Witzig Fred T. Eighty Years in the Making. A Legislative
History of Voyageurs National Park (Minneapolis.
University of Minnesota Press, 2004).
In Public Law 91-661 the Secretary was authorized
to revise the boundaries of the park from time to time
by publishing a revised drawing or other boundary
description in the Federal Register. The revisions could
not increase the land acreage within the park by more
than one thousand acres. In March 2017, Rep. Rick
Nolan introduced a bill to transfer lands managed by
the Bureau of Land Management in the park to the
National Park Service and to authorize a land exchange
between the State of Minnesota and the NPS for stateowned tax-forfeited tracts within the Park for an NPSowned tract outside of the Park boundary. The House
Committee on Natural Resources recommended the
bill’s passage but the House took no action.
Pub. L.100–696 “An Act to provide for the designation of
certain lands in the States of Arizona and Idaho, and for
other purposes” enacted Nov. 18, 1988. 102 Stat. 460.
Title VII of the statute, pp.4599-4607, established the
Mississippi National River and Recreation Area.
Federal Register vol.54 No.111 pp.24,960-24,966
corrected June 27, 1989 Federal Register vol.54 No.122
p.27097
Executive Order 7583 Federal Register vol. 2 p.584. The
refuge name was changed to Mud Lake National Wildlife
Refuge by Proclamation No. 2416 July 25, 1840 Federal
Register vol.5 No.147 p.2679.
On June 27, 1902 (32 Stat 400) Congress passed
³An Act To amend an Act entitled ŒAn Act for the
relief and civilization of the Chippewa Indians in the
State of Minnesota,¹ approved January fourteenth,
eighteen hundred and eighty-nine,² commonly called
the Morris Act, which mainly addressed the disposition
of unallotted lands on Ojibwe Indian reservations in
Minnesota. In the act, Congress designated some
200,000 acres of the Chippewas of the Mississippi,
Cass Lake, Leech Lake, and Winnibigoshish Indian
reservations as a Forest Reserve. Subsequently, the
Act of May 8, 1908 (35 Stat. 268), established the
Reserve as the Minnesota National Forest, the name of
which was changed to the Chippewa National Forest
by Executive Order 4913 June 22, 1928. One of the
boundary changes is described in Proclamation 2216
made by President Franklin D. Roosevelt on December

31.
32.
33.

34.

35.
36.
37.

38.

39.
40.

41.

31, 1936 2 FR 2-4. See Brady, Tim. The Real Story of
Chippewa National Forest,Minnesota Conservation
Volunteer Nov-Dec 2004 22-31 online at the Archives of
the magazine.
By Executive Order 8601 on November 26, 1940,
Federal register vol.5 No.229 p.4623
Public Law 90-542 82 Stat. 906 section 4 (6). The boundaries
of the riverway can be seen in St Croix River Map
The General Management Plan: Upper St. Croix and
Namekagon Rivers (1998) p.35 The “Land Protection
Plan” issued by the National Park Service in 1993
identified the lands needed to protect the river. The
boundary of the Riverway authorized in the Wild and
Scenic River Act included 67,653 acres, much of which
was not owned by the United States so its management
depends on the cooperation of governments, including
indigenous bands, and private individuals.
A brief description of the Lower Riverway is contained in
Comprehensive Management Plan Lower St. Croix
National Scenic Riverway (2002) p.3. The boundaries are
shown in greater detail in Land Protection issued by the St. Croix
River Association. On June 29, 1974, Gov. Wendell Anderson issued
Executive order No.86 that established “the Lower St. Croix
National Scenic Riverway as a Critical Area.” This order
contained the legal description of the entire Riverway with reference
to the surveys lines and monuments, the railroad and road rights of
way, and the municipal limits.
Minnesota Statutes (2017) 86A.05 describes the classification
and purpose for each management unit. See Natural Resource
Land, issued by the Legislative Auditor in 2010.
The outdoor recreation system was established by the
Outdoor Recreation Act of 1975 Minnesota Laws 1975
c.353; Minnesota Statutes (2017) c.86A)
Minnesota Statutes (2017) 89.021 subd. 1a. The DNR
has issued several interactive maps, two of which
are useful for this article. Landview allows the user to
create customized maps using DNR data layers such as
public lands, water bodies, roads, and aerial photos. An
important layer shows the rectangular survey grid and is
linked to other web-based information about a particular
unit. Recreation Compass is similar to Landview with
more detail. It does not show the rectangular survey grid
but allows the user to find the sections included in a
particular unit and links to other web-based information
about a particular unit.
Not all land in state forests is owned by the State.
Jensen, Julie. Who Owns Minnesota’s Forests?
RuralMN.org. Some state forest boundaries can be
found in the Minnesota State Register. For example,
the Centennial State Forest boundary is shown in the
DNR Commissioner’s Order designating forest roads
along with township and section lines Minnesota State
Register vol. 42 No.39 (March 26, 2018) 1150.
The maps link to Recreation Compass
See Minnesota’s State Park System issued by the
Legislative Auditor in 1999. Roy W. Meyer, Everyone’s
Country Estate: A History of Minnesota’s State Parks (St.
Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press, 1991). Some of
the parks contain areas and structures that are listed in
the National Register of Historic Places.
More about wildlife management areas, Minnesota’s
wildlife managements (sic) areas are “backbone”
of state’s system. These areas are listed on Wildlife
Management Areas and the boundary shape files of all
the WMAs can be can be downloaded to form a layer on
Google Earth. To illustrate the coincidence of the WMA
boundaries and the survey lines and monuments, use
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this layer and the Earthpoint layer.
42. For each SNA the DNR has issued a brochure with a link
to the Recreation Compass map. See also Scientific and
Natural Areas Strategic Land Protection Plan
43. Laws 1969 c.47; Minnesota Statutes (2017) 84.033.
Land comprising the first SNA unit was acquired in 1974
to preserve a heron rookery. The Lost 40 Scientific and
Natural area is one unit in this management category.
44. Laws 1991 c.354 art.8 s.2; Minnesota Statutes
(2017) 84.036 Peatland Scientific and Natural
Areas; Designation. These areas were included in
Recommendations for the protection of ecologically
significant peatlands in Minnesota issued by the DNR in
November 1984, which contained maps of the proposed
SNAs located with reference to the surveyed townships
57 ff. Peatlands cover more than 10% of the state.
Located mainly in northern Minnesota, they comprise
one of the state’s most unaltered landscapes.
45. Start-up guide to Minnesota state trails
46. Trails are perhaps the most interesting types of
management unit. Minnesota Statutes (2017) 85.015 lists
them, first authorized in Laws 1971 c.859 sections.6-9.
Portions of a number of the trails follow abandoned
railroad rights of way and a number of court cases have
arisen when the DNR proposed acquiring those rights.
See “An Important Victory for Minnesota’s Rails-ToTrails,” Minnesota Real Estate Journal, October 2004.
47. Laws 1990 c.391 Article 6 s.35 subd. 1(b) (3); Minnesota
Statutes (2017) 103F.301 to 103F.345. The Minnesota State
Legislature had enacted a Wild and Scenic Rivers Act two
decades earlier, Laws 1973 c. 246 to preserve and protect
rivers in Minnesota with outstanding natural, scenic,
scientific, historic, cultural, and recreational values.
48. Kettle River, 6105.0730, 6105.0750, 6105.0740;
Mississippi River 6105.0910, 6105.0930, 6105.0920,
Crow River 6105.1100, 6105.1050, 6105.1110;
Minnesota River 6105.1290, 6105.1310, 6105.1300; Rum
River 6105.1480, 6105.1500, 6105.1490; Cannon River
6105.1680 only land use district described.
49. Helland, John. State-Owned Land in Minnesota
(House Research, 2002). A valuable earlier report is
Minnesota Public Lands published in 1983 by the Land
Management Information Center, Minnesota State
Planning Agency. The only extant map of these lands
I can find is on page 3 of Public Land and Mineral
Ownership in Minnesota issued by the DNR Division of
Land and Mineral. Kinney, Gregory and Lydia Lucas.
A Guide to the Records of Minnesota’s Public Lands
(St. Paul. Minnesota Historical Society Division of
Archives and Manuscripts, 1985) describes the various
records relating the state-owned lands. An outdated
book that fueled my interest in the state-owned lands
is Dana, Samuel Trask, John H. Allison, and Russell N.
Cunningham. Minnesota lands: ownership, use, and
management of forest and related lands (Washington
D.C. The American Forestry Association, 1960).
50. Obviously the many ways in which state has acquired
and can acquire title to parcels of land is beyond the
scope of this article.
51. These lands are managed under the authority contained
in section 8 Article 11 of the Minnesota Constitution by
the Office of School Trust Lands. The DNR has issued a
biennial report on these lands since 2000.
52. Another interesting layer shows those parcels in which
the state possesses the surface and mineral interests,
and those parcels in which the state possesses the
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severed mineral interests.
53. Boundary Waters Land Sale & Exchange (Office of
School Trust Lands) School Trust Fund Lands (U. S.
Forest Service Superior National Forest)
54. Dana et al endnote 49 see pp.162-163 Laws 1935
c.278, Laws 1935 c.386, and Laws 1835 c.387.
55. Many counties, particularly those in northern Minnesota,
have established land departments to manage the
tax-forfeit lands. Some examples are Carleton, Pine,
Sherburne, St. Louis, and Lake. For an overview of county
activities see Minnesota’s county land management
56. In 1929, the Legislature established the Red Lake Game
Preserve. Laws 1929 c.258; Minnesota Statutes (2017)
84A.01. In 1931 the Legislature established reforestation
areas. 1931 c 407 s 1; Minnesota Statutes (2017)
84A.20. Two years later the Legislature established
reforestation projects. 1933 c 402 s 1; Minnesota
Statutes (2017) 84A.31. The lands acquired under
the provisions of these acts were collectively called
“consolidated conservation lands.”
57. See, the preamble to Laws 1929 c.258 that describes
the necessity for acquiring title to the tax forfeit lands in
Beltrami, Lake of the Woods, and Koochiching counties.
58. In Minnesota, the title to tax-forfeited land is held by the
state in trust for the taxing district.
59. See Mineral Rights Ownership in Minnesota Frequently
Asked Question and Mineral Ownership.
60. For a description of such lands, see Final Mining
Unit Book and Interactive Web Map, see also State
Nonferrous Metallic Mineral Leasing.
61. I have previously written on the boundaries of two
reservations, Red Lake and White Earth; see “The Red
Lake Reservation Boundaries: An Overview and the
Southern Boundary” Minnesota Surveyor vol. 23 (Spring,
2015) 14-17, 19, 21-25, and “The Western and Eastern
Boundaries of the Red Lake Reservation” Minnesota
Surveyor vol. 23 (Summer, 2015) 14-18, 20-23. The
Diminished Red Lake Reservation Boundary Minnesota
Surveyor vol. 23 (Fall, 2015) 14-18, 20-24 “Incorporating
the Southwestern Boundary Line of the Original Red
Lake Indian Reservation into the Rectangular Grid.
Part I Closing the Grid from outside the Reservation”
Minnesota Surveyor vol. 24 (Spring, 2016) 14-18, 20-25
and “The Rectangular Land Surveys and the White Earth
Indian Reservation” Minnesota Surveyor vol. 23 (Winter,
2015-2016) 14-18, 20-24.
62. Several more may have portions of their boundaries
defined by the surveys lines and monuments. I have
done no comprehensive research.
63. 10 Stat. 1109.
64. Id 1110.
65. Id.
66. BLM GLO Records. In surveyor enter “Bradshaw, Peter.”
R0019 contains the deputy’s field notes and R0015
contains a journal of his survey. Parts of the boundary
were subsequently resurveyed.
67. 10 Stat 1166. Opinion on the Boundaries of the Mille
Lacs Reservation https://www.doi.gov/sites/doi.gov/
files/uploads/m-37032.pdf
68. 16 Stat. 720.
69. BLM GLO Records vols. E5195 and E5196. Searching
under the name of George R. Stuntz in the database
does indicate these two volumes. The plat describes the
lines as being run by W. R. Marshall & associates.
70. There is an account of how the townships were
eliminated from the reservation in White Earth Band of
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Chippewa v Alexander 518 F. Supp. 227 (D. Minn. 1981)
71. 2012 Census of Governments. Individual State
Descriptions 2012 154.
72. I have previously written about these boundaries in the
territorial period, see Squires, Rod. A Striking Triumph
of Geometry over Physical Geography: Vignettes of the
Public Land Surveys. (St. Paul, Minnesota Society of
Professional Land Surveyors, 2010) 60-78.
73. Minnesota Statutes (2017) 2.01 lists the counties along
with references to some of the session laws in which
their boundaries are described.
74. The Minnesota Statutes (2017) 2.722 states that this
section derives from the Revised Laws of 1905 c.2
s.7. But, particular judicial districts have always been
described with reference to the counties that are
included within them.
75. For an animation of county boundaries, see Atlas of
Historical County Boundaries published by the Newberry
Library. From this web site can be downloaded .kmz
files, which provides an additional layer to Google Earth,
showing the changes in the county boundaries. Another
useful site displays an Interactive Map of Minnesota
County Formation History and Minnesota Counties and
Historical Facts. A number of websites carry images
of maps of Minnesota counties at different times, for
example the David Rumsey Map Collection, Minnesota
Maps issued by the Minnesota Historical Society, Old
maps of Minnesota, Historical Maps of Minnesota
- Alabama Maps, Digitized Plat Maps and Atlases University of Minnesota Libraries, The Library of Congress
has issued digital images of several maps of Minnesota.
Scattered on the web are several maps showing counties;
here are three examples; 1850, 1853, 1857.
76. https://www.agcensus.usda.gov/Publications/2007/
Online_Highlights/County_Profiles/Minnesota/
77. 9 Stat. 403 secs 15 and 16 p.408.
78. Laws 1849 c.5
79. Ibid sec. 10. Just what those powers are was not
defined – presumably because the Organic Act stated
that the laws of Wisconsin Territory would be in force so
the power defined in those laws prevailed.
80. Ibid sec.11.
81. Ibid sec. 5.
82. Revised Statutes 1851 c.1 s.4.
83. A list of cities with websites is listed on the Minnesota
website. One of the problems of describing the
boundaries of specific municipalities is determining
their legal status. Today, cities are the only incorporated
municipalities in Minnesota but previously there have
been towns and villages. Particularly vexing is the
apparent indiscriminate use of the term “town,” which
could mean the municipal corporation “town” or the
congressional township. Unhelpful is the following
language in Minnesota Statutes (1858) c.3 sec.1 (14)
‘The word “town” may be construed to include all
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84.

85.
86.

87.
88.
89.
90.

91.

92.
93.

cities and districts, unless such construction would be
repugnant to the provisions of any act specially relating
to such cities or districts”.
Minnesota Geospatial Commons has issued a map of
the boundaries of the cities and townships in Dakota
County, along with a downloadable .kmz file that
overlays Google Earth.
Brooklyn Park is not a village.
A History of Minnesota Administrative Procedure and the
Office of Administrative Hearings
Minnesota’s OAH: 30 Years of Innovation in
Administrative Review 30
Responding to the report of the Commission on
Municipal Annexation and Consolidation, the 1959
Legislature enacted Minnesota Statutes, Ch. 414,
which codified all Minnesota laws on municipal
boundary adjustment and which created the
Minnesota Municipal Commission to consider
petitions for municipal incorporations, annexations,
and detachments and, when necessary, to conduct
administrative hearings and adjudicate disputes
relating to those petitions.
Before then, the various categories of municipalities
had different annexation procedures, see for
example, the case of villages Minnesota Statutes
(1957) c.412.041. For examples of annexation, see
Minneapolis areal growth. Atlas of Territory Annexed to
City of Minneapolis from Village of Richfield in the Year
of 1927. Hennepin County Library map Minneapolis:
150 years of growth and Richfield Historical
boundaries (Wikipedia).
Only land surveyors and itinerant academics think in
term of these land survey units however. Most use the
word to describe the government unit.
See Wikipedia for a list of townships in Minnesota. A list
of townships with web sites is listed on the Minnesota
web site.
Geospatial Information Office Minnesota Cities,
Townships, Counties:
Laws 1858 c.75 The Governor was authorized to appoint
three residents in each organized county to divide the
county into towns “by making as many towns as there
are townships, according to government survey.” See
the website of the Minnesota Association of Townships.
Although land survey lines and monuments remain the
de facto boundaries of many township government
boundaries, the de jure boundaries of such local
governments are the result of state legislative action
under the state constitution and Minnesota Statutes
(2017) c.379 that governs the creation of new townships.
As is shown in Richfield Historical boundaries
(Wikipedia), a number of cities were originally townships.
Laws 1907 c.222
Minnesota Statutes (2017) c.368.01. Township Government
101 issued by the Minnesota Association of Townships.
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Peter W. Blethen, LS, Memorial Scholarship
The Minnesota
Land Surveyors
Foundation
is accepting
donations to the
Blethen Memorial
Scholarship
in memory of
long-time MSPS
member Peter W.
Blethen.
Peter was a graduate of the University of
Colorado, Boulder; he was a dedicated employee
of Bolton & Menk, Inc., for more than 31 years
until his retirement in 2014. Peter passed away
in January 2016 following a courageous battle
with cancer. He was a Registered Land Surveyor
in both Minnesota and Iowa. Peter worked very
hard in advancing survey technology within
Bolton & Menk as well as in the surveying
industry. In addition to his MSPS membership,
Peter served in multiple capacities within the
society — including as chapter secretary, chapter

vice president, chapter president, MSPS board
member, secretary and president. Peter was
recognized as MSPS Surveyor of the Year in
2006 for his contributions to the land surveying
profession in Minnesota.
Throughout Peter’s career, he supported the work
of the MLS Foundation. He believed there was no
better way to promote the surveying profession
than to support surveying students in their
education. In 2002, he was the first owner of the
prestigious MSPS Traveling Bearing Tree Trophy.
Further demonstrating his strong belief in
surveying education, Peter served on the South
Central College Civil Engineering Technology
Advisory Committee and on the MnDOT Survey
Technical Workshop Committee.
The Foundation is working with Peter’s family
to determine the criteria for the Blethen
Memorial Scholarship. In the meantime, we
encourage members to make a donation to the
scholarship fund.

Yes, I wish to donate to the Peter W. Blethen Memorial Scholarship
Donor Information:

Name: __________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________________________
City: _______________________________________________ State: __________ Zip: _______________
Email Address: ___________________________________________________________________________
Send checks and/or correspondence to:
MLS Foundation
c/o Dennis J. Purcell, PLS
1399 Wood Duck Trail
Shakopee, MN 55379-9430
dpurcell20@hotmail.com

Make checks payable to: MLS Foundation
Please note that your donation is for the Blethen
Memorial Scholarship.
The Minnesota Land Surveyors Foundation is a
501(c)3 nonprofit corporation. A tax deduction receipt
will be provided to each donor.

Click on the image to read the full Biennial Report
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Thursday, November 29, 2018 | DoubleTree Park Place | 1500 Park Place Blvd. | Mpls, MN

1953

Attendee Information
Name ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Organization ______________________________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________________________________________
City ____________________________________________________ State _________ Zip ______________________
Phone __________________________________________________ Fax ____________________________________
Email ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Pricing

By 11/15

After 11/15

MSPS Individual member  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . q $145

q $165

MSPS Firm member  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . q $132

q $152

Non-member  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . q $210

q $230

*Please note: Government Employees may
register at the Firm member rate with PO .

Payment Information
m Check (payable to MSPS)
m Visa m Mastercard m Purchase Order:
If paying via credit card, all fields below are required
Name on Card ____________________________________________________________________________________
Credit Card Number _______________________________________ Exp. __________ 3-Digit Sec. Code __________
Signature _______________________________________________ Phone __________________________________
Credit Card Billing Address (m Same as above)
City ____________________________________________________ State _________ Zip ______________________

Policies
PCI Compliance: MSPS has taken the appropriate steps to maintain PCI

Cancellation Policy: Cancellations received by the MSPS office at least 14

compliance. In order to protect your privacy, please do not email your credit

business days prior to the event are eligible for a refund of the registration

card information to our office.

fee, less a $25 processing fee. No refunds will be provided for cancellations
received fewer than 14 days prior to the event. No-shows will be billed for

Audio/Video Policy: Registration and attendance at, or participation

any unpaid registration fees.

at association events, constitutes an agreement by the registrant to
association’s use and distribution of the registrant or attendee’s image or

All registrations must be accompanied by full payment/purchase order to

voice in photographs, videotapes, electronic reproductions and audiotapes

reserve your place at the event. You may register online or by mail.

of such events and activities.

Mail or Fax Registration Form with
Payment to:
MSPS
1000 Westgate Dr., Ste. 252 St. Paul, MN 55114-1067
651-203-7256 or 1-800-890-LAND | Fax: 651-290-2266
www.mnsurveyor.com

(For office use only)

initials
date
CK/CC
amt. paid
bal. due

fin.

Firm Member Directory
Westwood Professional Services

Ulteig Engineers

Bolton & Menk Inc.

Stonebrooke Engineering, Inc

Egan, Field & Nowak Inc

Otto Associates

Nathan Carlson
12701 Whitewater Drive Suite 300
Minnetonka, MN 55343
(952) 937-5150 (952) 937-5822
http://www.westwoodps.com
Janele Fowlds
1960 Premier Dr
Mankato, MN 56001
507-625-4171 (507) 625-4177
http://www.bolton-menk.com
Lee Nord
1229 Tyler St. NE Suite 100
Minneapolis, MN 55413
(612) 466-3300 (612) 466-3383
http://www.efnsurvey.com

Widseth Smith Nolting
Bryan Balcome
610 Fillmore St PO Box 1028
Alexandria, MN 56308
320 335-5023 320 762-0263
http://www.wsn.us.com

Loucks

Paul McGinley
7200 Hemlock Lane, Suite 300
Maple Grove, MN 55369
(763) 424-5505 (763) 424-5822
http://www.loucksinc.com

Houston Engineering Inc
Curtis Skarphol
1401 21st Ave. N.
Fargo, ND 58102
(701) 237-5065 (701) 237-5101
http://www.houstoneng.com

SRF Consulting Group, Inc.
Matthew Hansen
1 Carlson Parkway Suite 150
Plymouth, MN 55447
(763) 475-0010 (763) 475-2429
http://www.srfconsulting.com
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Kurt Kisch
4285 Lexington Avenue N
St. Paul, MN 55126
(651) 415-3800
http://www.ulteig.com
Aaron Mages
12279 Nicollet Avenue S
Burnsville, MN 55337-1650
(952) 402-9202 (952) 403-6803
http://www.stonebrookeengineering.com
Paul Otto
9 West Division St
Buffalo, MN 55313
(763) 682-4727 (763) 682-3522
http://www.ottoassociates.com

The Gregory Group, Inc dba Lot surveys
Company
Gregory Prasch
7601 73rd Ave No
Brooklyn Park, MN 55428
763-560-3093 763-560-3522
http://www.lotsurveys.com

E.G. Rud & Sons Inc

Jason Rud
6776 Lake Drive NE, Suite 110
Lino Lakes, MN 55014
(651) 361-8200 (651) 361-8701
http://www.egrud.com

ISG

Dan Stueber
115 East Hickory Street, Suite 300
Mankato, MN 56001
(507) 387-6651 (507) 387-3583
http://www.is-grp.com

Stonemark Land Surveying Inc
Patrick Trottier
30206 Rasmussen Rd Ste #1 PO Box 874
Pequot Lakes, MN 56472
(218) 568-4940 (218) 568-5404
http://www.stonemarksurvey.com
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Firm Member Directory
Schoborg Land Services, Inc.
Kelly Brouwer
8997 Co Rd 13 SE
Delano, MN 55328
(763) 972-3221 763-972-3223

W. Brown Land Surveying, Inc.
Woodrow Brown
8030 Cedar Ave. S. Ste 228
Bloomington, MN 55425
(952) 854-4055 (952) 854-4268

Landform

Lynn Caswell
580 Dodge Avenue
Elk River, MN 55330
(763) 441-2072 (763) 441-5665
http://www.Landform.net

MSA Professional Services
Primary Contact
60 Plato Blvd East Suite 140
St. Paul, MN 55107
(612) 548-3132 (763) 786-4574
http://www.msa-ps.com

Sathre-Bergquist Inc.

Stephanie Grotbo
150 S. Broadway Ave
Wayzata, MN 55391
(952) 476-6000 (952) 476-0104
http://www.sathre.com

Moore Engineering, Inc

Chris Heyer
1808 E. Fir Ave.
Fergus Falls, MN 56537
(218) 998-4041 (218) 998-4042
http://www.mooreengineeringinc.com

Landmark Surveying, Inc.
Milo Horak
PO Box 65 21090 Olinda Trail N
Scandia, MN 55073
(651) 433-3421 (651) 433-3421

Rehder & Associates, Inc.
Christine Larson
3440 Federal Drive
Eagan, MN 55122
6514525051 6514529797
http://www.rehder.com
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Massey Land Surveying & Engineering
Richard Massey
PO Box 100
Kasson, MN 55944
(507) 634-4505 (507) 634-6560
http://www.masseylandsurveying.com

Hakanson Anderson Associates
Brian Person
3601 Thurston Ave.
Anoka, MN 55303
(763) 427-5860
http://www.haa-inc.com

Advance Surveying & Engineering Co.
Wayne Preuhs
17917 HW 7
Minnetonka, MN 55345
(952) 474-7964
http://www.advsur.com/

Northwestern Surveying and
Engineering, Inc.
Michael Stang
1900 Division St. W., Suite 4
Bemidji, MN 56601
218-444-9394
http://www.nwsmn.com

Cornerstone Land Surveying, Inc.
Dan Thurmes
6750 Blvd N Ste #1
Stillwater, MN 55082
(651) 275-8969 (651) 275-8976

Trosen Land Surveying
Scott Trosen
189 Foxglove Lane
Shakopee, MN 55379
612-990-1182

Survey Mapping Solutions, Inc.
Ross Wamre
14652 85th Avenue
Little Falls, MN 56345
(218) 850-8334
http://www.surveymapsolutions.com
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Sustaining Members
The Minnesota Society of Professional Surveyors appreciates the continued participation
and encourages your support for the following Sustaining Members of MSPS:

Berntsen International, Inc.

Berntsen International, Inc.

Harrison Marker Co.

Harrison Marker Co.

Fred Meyer Technology Services

Fred Meyer Technology Services

Leica Geosystems Inc

Leica Geosystems Inc

RDO Integrated Controls

RDO Integrated Controls

Quantum Spatial, Inc.

Quantum Spatial, Inc.

Kari Campbell
PO Box 8670
Madison, WI 53708
877-265-2296 (608) 249-9794
http://www.berntsen.com

Ellen Johnson
PO Box 66
Anoka, MN 55303
(763) 421-1445
http://www.harrisonmarker.com
Fred Meyer
14558 Joppa Ave S
Savage, MN 55378
(952) 381-4404

Chris Rotegard
4107 158th St. W
Rosemount, MN 55068
612 385-6067 651 200-2008
http://www.leica-geosystems.us
Dan Stong
9201 East Bloomington FWY, Suite JJ
Bloomington, MN 55420
(952) 948-1604 (952) 948-1606
http://www.rdoic.com
Miles Strain
18391 Smith Court
Elk River, MN 55330
763-442-3398
http://www.quantumspatial.com
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Kari Campbell
PO Box 8670
Madison, WI 53708
877-265-2296 (608) 249-9794
http://www.berntsen.com

Ellen Johnson
PO Box 66
Anoka, MN 55303
(763) 421-1445
http://www.harrisonmarker.com
Fred Meyer
14558 Joppa Ave S
Savage, MN 55378
(952) 381-4404

Chris Rotegard
4107 158th St. W.
Rosemount, MN 55068
612 385-6067 651 200-2008
http://www.leica-geosystems.us
Dan Stong
9201 East Bloomington FWY, Suite JJ
Bloomington, MN 55420
(952) 948-1604 (952) 948-1606
http://www.rdoic.com
Miles Strain
18391 Smith Court
Elk Rive,r MN 55330
763-442-3398
http://www.quantumspatial.com
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WE NEED YOU!
Have you ever had a learnable moment in your surveying career when you came away with the
thought “Well that didn’t go as planned”? If you would like to take that learnable moment and
make it a teachable moment, the Minnesota Surveyor is looking to publish your story. It doesn’t
have to be long (although it could be) and it doesn’t have to be professionally written. It simply
needs to be a story that you have learned from and would like to pass along to help others in a
similar situation. If you are interested in getting your creative muse on, and in telling your story,
please contact us today. Of course, the editor has full control of what is printed in the publication.
Contact Lee at leeh@mnsurveyor.com

J.R.Nelson & Company
since ................ 1983

Photographically reproduced Mylars
as mandated by Minnesota Statutes 505.021

Subdivision 1. Plat Format

A plat shall be prepared on four mil transparent reproducible film or
the equivalent, and shall be reproduced by a photographic process.
Plat sheet size shall be 22 inches by 34 inches.

612.339.1425

------- same day services Available ------e-mail .pdf files to: plot@jrnelson.com

Open Monday-Thursday 7:30 am – 4:30 pm
Friday & Saturday..... by Appointment.
401 N.Third Street Suite 110

Minneapolis, MN 55401

www.jrnelson.com
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MSPS Members: Get Recognized for
and Share Your Work on Projects!
MSPS will recognize interesting and outstanding work by our members
via a special section in the Minnesota Surveyor magazine! We’re looking
for projects that presented challenges requiring creative solutions, unique
projects, big projects, weird projects, etc. Simply write up a description of
the project including the basics of the project, some description of what
made it unique and any particular surveying techniques that you employed.
Include photos and any other documents that help tell the story. Send
submissions to Staff Editor Laurie Pumper at lauriep@mnsurveyor.com.

The deadline for the Winter 2018 issue is December 4, 2018.

How You Measure Matters

No matter where the job takes you, Frontier Precision is by your side, through our technology and support.
That continues today, with the redesigned powerful Trimble TSC7 controller — it delivers the latest version of
our field software with a more powerful processor to make quick work of large projects. Because at Frontier
Frontier Precision, celebrating 30 years!
Precision, we never forget the most important measurement is your bottom line.
1988-2018

AN EMPLOYEE-OWNED COMPANY

Even when you’re off the grid,
you’re not off ours.

The New TRIMBLE® TSC7
Large 7-Inch Screen
Windows 10 Operating System
Military-Grade Rugged Design

Frontier Precision | 10900 73rd Avenue North
Maple Grove, Minnesota 55369 | 877.698.3077
PRODUCTS | TRAINING | REPAIR | RENTALS

Frontier Precision | 446 Great Oak Drive
Waite Park, Minnesota 56387 | 800.944.8557
LEARN MORE www.frontierprecision.com/TSC7

